
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE May Sia, 1962

SUBJECT
TO 8.n Gurley FROM Kenneth M. Olesen

Harweed

don Fedinan
Olek Mills

We stacking @ large number of special items fer end
Some of this i isspecial sytem, This emounts to

end keeping them on ovr beoks profile, ts
that of from lventery It is ebsolete

the items which ieeping Inventory and make that ellalaate
would tke have each of yeu go through the stock end inspect off

Those which value should
keep in our stock room, This sian enone should be well kept sc thet thsunits ere evellable if wa de aged them

We should be careful te thew due respect fer units which ebsolete butIH have value. Tha round 30 pin cennecter which vethe ADX ts a goed enample. After stepped them they
wereADX 1s @ goed example. After sopped them

they should be kept neatly given
Weated ike junk but they expensive end may them someday end

dus

Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE May 3ist, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ben Gurley

it Is my understanding that we agreed to have a Works Committee meeting
Friday moming at 830 at which time the man in charge of the drum projects will
report to the Works Committee on the status of the project. We would iike to see
a copy of this schedule and a review of the financial status of the project.

1 suspect that the man in charge does not realize that there is financial
data available on the project but this In itself would be worthwhile.

Kenneth H. Olsen

IPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSDIGITAL EQU



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE

May 3st, 1962

TO Ep Toum! FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

My new office is not as important as taking care of delivering to customers,
but | do want to let you know that the tables are the only thing holding up the
use of this office.

| would like to have you look into the possibility of putting one long
continuous top on the wall mounted desks. They also should be bolted together.

We should have a kick board nafled to the floor around the walls In the
lobby to protect the walls from furniture.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE May Sst, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crovee FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Dick Beet
Bob Hughes

received « cali Tussday, May 29th from Philip from
National Transistor Company In Lawrence, Massachusetts. His phone number
Is MUrdock 81881.

He said that he just received notification that he lost out a bid toe
for diodes becouse his price was too low. He called because he couldn't

get in touch with purchasing agent and he wanted to knew what his meant.
He said he hed been turned down because his price was too high, but becouse
the price too low.

i told him that § didn't know elther but that | would check Inte ft and call
him by May 3ist. Will you let know what the situation Is this

give him the answer.

He said that he is of four people who left Clevelight « year and a holf
ago to start this business. They have 400 people and make 7 million diodes
a month. They a sole for a certein diode for Remington Rand which they
received order for million units.

This is the limit of my knowledge about the csgani=zation but becouse he did
call | feel | should give him a good

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE May Sis, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Dick Best FROM Keneth H. Oleen

Our Board of Directors is very much Interested In the size of taventory.
We thet there will he avery ett Wf J.fth yeu
but because of their Interest we have to be sure thot this is the caste.

Several weeks ago | asked you to moke that all the transistors have
in stock types

this job is not complete, will you do It writethat we can
them off in the month of May rather than the end of June.

tt would be worthwhile going through the Inventory to what else Is
oheolete thet should assign to the obsolete stock

Kenneth H. Olsen

cc: Bob Hughes
Dick Mills

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE May 28th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

The Audio Products Division of the Radio Corporation of America, Camden,
New Jersey have a line of modular audio components which | would like to consider
for our audio system. These ore described In a brochure, number $.3184. Will
you get a copy of this brochure and any other information they may have on these
units. | would also like to have some feeling as to whether these are obsolete or
nearly obsolete. | would also like to have the prices on the units which cre
numbers 12506, 12172~A, 12174-A and 12173-A.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Maynard Sandler FROM. Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE
May 25th, 1962

1 received a call on Thursday, May 24th from Ed McLaughlin at
Raytheon asking If he could have access to our lavatory facilities from
Monday noon until Tuesday morning. | , of course, told him that we
would cooperate and there would be no problem at all.

There Is one problem which | did not think of and that Is that we
should agree to lock it at night so that there is no interchange between
our two facilities at that time.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE May 25th, 1962

SUBJECT National Convention on Military Electronics

TO Diek Best FROM Olsen
Ben Gurley
Stan Olsen

Many people are showing concem ebout miniaturized modules becouse they
may be competition for us some dey. | don't see these os being competitive, so
long the circuit techniques that of the best. The thing which
fam most concernad about Is the possibility of better circult techniques.
Microminiaturization of our speed Is impossible if you dissipate at the same powerthat if, however, somebody propose « system which dissipates very
little power, then | think we may have serious competition. At the National
Convention on Military Electronics, June 25 = 27 in Washington, D. C. there
is o poper titled "Tunnel Diode Coupled Transistor Circuits for High Speed
Micro-Enesgy Digital Systems' by J. A. Ekiss and P. Spiegel from Philco Corp.,
Lansdale, Pennsylvania. We should consider having someone listen to this paper,

from their
Transistor Application group as a means for selling their transistors.

®
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

Kenneth H.

or we should ask Phiico in Lansdale for a copy of it. This might

According to the list of exhibitors, DEC is going to be there. We could
certainly have who is going to the booth listen to this particular
paper.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION _ MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
Storage Shelves

TO Henry Crouse FROM Olsen

DATE
May 22nd, 1962

Kenneth H.

We have been buying @ fabulous amount of storage shelves from Standard
Press Steel Company. i have a feeling that people do not realize how expensive
these inadditioncapitalized which makes them all the costly
fo Because they capitalized | think have to put very strict contro!
them. § would like to ail requisitions for shelves from and approve
them personally.

The thing which disappoints moet of all Is the large stack of shelving
which hove in buliding 5. There several dozen 36" x 36" shelves in

people do not like the looks of because It doesn't match what they already have

will tell exactly why they don't them. There ere dollars

when they capitalized. Maybe should give them to a school if there ls
something inherently36" x 20° shelf.

original packages, and yet every wek to be buying in
addition, 6 foot stack of 36" x 20° shelves which apparentlya 5 or

and all the attempts | make to encourage people to use these is of evail and

capital equipment here which maybe we should write off and throw them
eway If not going to use them because they are awfully expensive to keep

Keneth H. Olsen

ces dock Atwood
Maynard Sendier
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e DATE
May 22nd, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Seb Savell FROM Keneth H. Olsen

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

Henry Crouse

When at the Bedford Ale Show end alter had on electrical
accident, lifted the off of 16" scopes and quite suprised
to see thet there was marker seying that there high voltage Inside. Will
you immediately cbtain markers which put inside and which very clearly
identify the high voltage. One thing might do would be to order stick-on
labels from No=Lick Products Company which could put several places
within the hood. it might be better to have @ lerge number of smaller labels
put many ploces rather than ge? large The label might say DANGER
20,000 VOLTS DANGER HIGH VOLTAGE. These then could be used in
all the scopes that sell.

Olsen

Dick Beet
Ben Gurley

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMdel

SUBJECT Electronic Associates
TO Stan Olsen FROM Harlan E. Anderson

DATE May 22nd, 1962

On Tuesday, May 15th, Dr. Harries of Electronic Associates telephoned me
to get more information about the job at Minneapolis-Honeywell in Minneapolis.
Dr. Harries telephone number Is CA 91100, extension 309 in Asbury Park,
New Jersey. He had learned of this situation from Tom Truitt who is at their
Princeton laboratory. They plan to make a proposal to Minneapolis-Honeywell
to take on system responsibility. They would either buy the PDP=1 from us, or
they would arrange for Minneapolis-Honeywell to buy it and have it delivered
to E. A.

Dr. Horries visited us on Thursday, May 17th to find out more about the
Interface between the PDP=1 and their equipment. . A. is particularly interested
In this because this would allow them to get experience on a hybrid digital-analog
system which Tom Truitt Is very interested in.

Harlan E. Anderson

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION _ MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Stan Oleen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE pray 17th, 1962

We have loose, but fairly good control moet small expenditures.
However, It turns out that have very loose control many truly
significant expenditureswould like to bring these under control. These

areas where | don't think the people would feel bad by losing freedom,
but | think they would enjoy having someone in the front office to blame the
decision on. One of these expenditures is the computer course which |

understand committed te give to CRC the PDP computer. Spreading
thie a five week period of two days a week is a significont expenditure
end tt te which should have been considered by the front office.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce john F
Ben Gurley

DIGITAL EWUlLPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE pray 17th, 1962
SUBJECT Remote Memories

TO Gerdon bell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Dick Beet
Ben Gurley
Nick Messerete
Stan Olsen

t have @ feeling that beceves people know of my fear end disinterest

quote an verncte memories. of this | om aking,
by

inproduc they bypass me when decisions are made to

weiting before becomes obligated to produce.
future quotations for memories which will need lang coble approved by

teat

We may get away with the two syetens with
remete memories, but | shocked te find ot the gamble end risk hove

ia on 8.

to
being able to try out the remate momeries until a week before they ere
being delivered. This reminds of ping Russian roulette. we eve

going to play this game with the company's future, ot bete

Kenneth H,

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Rolend Bolevert FROM Keneth H. Olsen

George brown

DATE May 17th, 1962

{ noticed thet there ls a loyer of sewdue? of magnetic tape unite
because of the proximity of the Carpenter Shop ta buliding 5. 1

consider covering those tape units which not in with plastic to
keep the dust cway and should elso consider moving the Carpenter Shop.
would Iike to hear your idess this,

should

We should try to find a use for the Ampex tape reader. It Is any goed
at all, maybe should put It the PDP-4 which will use for automatic
testing of modules.

Kenneth H. Oleen

ocr Maynerd Sandler

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT May 17th, 1962

TO FROM
Roland Bolsvert Kenneth H. Olsen

t have heard many ideas to what projects should carry In the
area of magnetic tapes. | would like to have you collect in one memo all the
possible projects which we may want to go into.

While you are doing this, you might consider which one or ones you maywant in addition to your present tasks.

Kenneth H. Olsen

cc: Ben Gurley

:

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTSORPORATION



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

@ DATE
SUBJECT

May 17th, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| received a telephone call on Wednesday, May 16th, from Melvin Gardner
who I knew when we were undergraduates at MIT. He is now with Baer Stearns
& Company who are investment brokers. He asked if we would be Interested with
a merger with Electro Instruments Company in California. 1 told him that we were
not, but he Is going to send their literature along anyway. They are now a 9-10 million
dollar outfit and are making money again. They are, however, short of management.
told him that we are too.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE prey 15th, 1962
SUBJECT Conveyors for outomatic etching machine.
TO Loren Prentice FROM OlsenKenneth H.

Ken Fitagerald
Jack Smith

ft to that there three ways in which automatically convey
boards info the automatic etching machine

which use plostic or tainiess stee! hooks to support the boards would be relatively
straightforward becouse the parts are 90 standard. This type conveyor would make
it very easy to drop the boards into a vapor degreasing tonk. Because

vertical it allows most liquids to drip off readily. # has a disadvantage in that
it takes a little while to place the board the conveyor. it makes power brushingsomewhat but may be able to skip this stage.

1. Ahenging type conveyor like for our painting booth, but power driven,

2. A rubber conveyor belt has the odventage of being easier for the operator because
he simply has to drop the boord This type belt is available from Hope Rubber
Company, Fitchburg who carry the Goodrich belts and from A. C. Tracy Company In

cerry the Globe belts. Wt is possible to have rlents laminated sew
fo the belts. & is probably desirable to have these belts pitched slightly lengthwise
ond sideways to allow the liquid to drop off. We have to be that the belt
material will not beeffected
3. Another way would be te have a single roller chain used o conveyor.
fixture would snap into the holes the etch board and fit between the grooves
the chain to carry the board along. Stainless steel chaine of this type available
from Acme Chain Corporation in Holyoke, Atlas Chain and Manufacturing Company in
West Pittston, Pennsylvania ttheee, New York. The
1/2" pitch chain is the most economical and because it costs about $6.00 a foot it le
important to the most economical type chain. These chain
chain with flanges for use in conveyor systems, but they not listed In their catalogs
in stainless steel. Acme Chain Corporation sells stainless steel chain with extended
pins. Atles has stainless steel chain available withconveyor

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

Heary Crevee

DATE pray 1th, 1962

Capitel Equipment definition.
FROM

Kenneth H. Cleonro Olek Mills

§ eugges? that need simple end commonly agreed datinition of Capttel
Equipment. t is very important thet the people who buy the equipment understond
whet will capitalized There mony things which buying which
the people putting in the order do not believe is Capita! Equipment, but efter peyment
ls made, the Accounting defines it such.

1 don't clele to know what this definition should be, but it would seam te thet
any purchase beyond $200.00 ie Capital Equipment. would also to that
anything which is Capital Equipmunt should be able to be found « year later. Only
by shelving indeed comes to « lenge amount of money, and the puts get mined
up with interchanges ond seme ge? used beceves they almost
perta, only to from buliding to enether and some ond up being used
agein. Ali say about thelving is that bought that much, paid for tf, and
unless be te aili in the bulidng, but ne ene can grove thet

hove

The $35.00 gray cabinets which buy in lege numbers se cheap end
Filey thet | can't imagine this being Cepitel Equipment, though da buythea large dollar quantities. Electric clocks alee somewhat doubtful.

These must be value at which it is ant worth them though the
tetel purchase order to ever $200.00.

There alee has to be feadbeck to whet the Accounting Departwcent hes
defined Capital Equipment thet peaple heve @ chance to make corrections. Fer
exeugle, heve seme odd $500.00 worth of heat sinks om our Capital Equipment list.
From the Accounting Departments polat of view this seems becoves thal
much plumbing should be capitalized, but in truth this ls material componente
which go inte the power supplies fer ine POP computers W anly

protite, they would be very critical of some of these decisions.

the
whe lock the Capital Equipment we might develap even stranger bits

:

of Capital Equipment. ow auditors were suepicious tha? we were trying
sugges? thet cach month list olf Cepitel Fauigment quisition in the

Bloeekly Resort and suggest thet penple whe do net agree with tiie retegory in which
theses tens pul, speck up. :

tn addition, | sugges? thet we hove special purchase erdere und special purchase
Fzipment, We aew hove the Purchasing Department sign many

DM AAL CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Before approach the end of the year, think should ge ew
definitions Capital Equipment to acke that have them ell because |

quite sure thet many of the tems gone now and thet Capital Equipment
escourtis unduly inflated. Thie might be very emali from percentage point of
view, but | think it would be warth the effort to go it.

Kenneth M. Oleen

ec Herlen Anderson
Bod Dill
Aime Ponts

purchase orders which eppeer te be streightlorwerd, but If these ere at
least rubbed stomped with large red letters, they would receive reapect end
could insiat on ali of these being signed by certain people

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE pay 15th, 1962

Gordon Bell FROM OlsenKeaneth H.
Seb Beckman
Ben Gurley
Stan Olsen
Herlen Andersen

Gorden Bell has suggested that we wo 2 internal accounting
computer, This dees heve several interesting edventages. 1 «nets | 100 and might
be the machine which someday wil! suggest fer this type application.

ow

clear just te whet this machine will t-» used fer and what ite relationship will
be to the prototype Before making @ fincl commnltaent, | wauid like te
heer from Gerdon to how he thinks the machine should be used and | would

ie of eqysipment fer coch of the machines.

« for thie application seems tu be a good Wee, but ts

ikke to hear the same from Bob Beckman on the prototype mechine. | think that
each should amount equipment. would suggest the following

1. One type 5} tape centred.
2. One typs 38 handler,
3. One card reader.
4. One 1d cscilloscope.
5. ene

Pores

1. One fepe contre,2 One type handler.
One 523 cord reader.4 One enelex line printer.

5. One 16" esciliescope.6 One $71 rar punch

tn addition there chould be twe type 50 tape handlers which be used
the machine which needs them the most. | think that should give the PDP=1

fleet pase et the Burroughs card reader becewse they elmest ready to W. Sul,
they don't appear to heve @ goed prepesal or not ready te vee it right ewoy,

may give It te the PDP

We thould include in the proposa time for modemizing the order cade of the
POP! pretatype. Ve chouid prebably lmmedictely order the iit of equipment

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



W would be goed te get much of delivered before July int,
oo thet take this years depreciation tt.

Kenneth 4.

want.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE May 8th, 1962

TO Bob Lassen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

I received a call from a Mr. Guy who we had talked about hiring several
years ago. At that time we felt that we didn't have a need for him and he Is
now out selling. He called me to ask if we had a place for his son this summer
and | told him to contact you. The son's name fs Gardner Guy and he will
start MIT as a freshman next fall. He has been one of the top winners in the
high school science contests for the last two years and has done computer type
work in these projects.

think we should consider him with others for summer labor type work and
there is a possibility he might be able to do some of our module checkout work.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT

this change.

ces Dick Mills

DATE May 7th, 1962

TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Raytheon Is moving out early In June from the fourth floor of building 5
and are moving down to half of the third floor of building 5. This will be verynice be able to get the space a little early, but because they

Maynard Industries and see what the situatian will be after Raytheon makes

will
are planning to still use the present entronce way we may have a problem inusing common area as we had expected. Wil you

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT Mav th, TOA?

TO FROM

Harlan /y.derson Kenneth H. Clsen
Dick Bes
Ben Crile
Bab Hughes
Dicy Mills
Sta. Olsen
Meynard Sandler

i met Ed McLaughlin who is heading up the grcup which Raytheon left in the
old mill, He said that he ivied to talk his management intc keeping that floor when
they gave up the leese last year, but he lost the argument. Now he is taking over
a lease on half of the flos: below ond is locking for vids to fix # up. He feels it
will cost $36,000.00 = $40,000,G0 to cain? it and put in Fluorescent lights.

i feel a little guilty tcking advantage of their unwieldy large organization,

over our cree fairly ceon, They have a Ia? of equipmont to move down and set up
and we offered to allow them fo go through our area.

but not enough to secrifice of our plans. If they can get the work done, they
plan to move down f ne First OF second Week of June, which Mears that we can take

They have a lergeatemperature testing oven that they used to use for checking
out klystror tubes.

to install ft and fs mighti call for 516,000.00. | doula it is worth $10,000.00 but we
should bid wine? wa» : hint ae worth, will probably ge as junk except that some of
the compressers are worth soma rooney.

his unit hes lorae heaters in ii and a cry tse cooler. There are
several h and fhe Air Force is going to put
this up fer theo} We Consiger bidding for it. it cost them $750,090.00

They also Mive equiomert in the tin shed on the outside of the pond. This is on
canted land, out i think they will open up the shed with all of Ns contents for bid.
Mest of iis contexis [s sodar type equipment. We will ke put on the bidder's
list, Maynard induziries w: ll Rd on the shed and its contents.

The people af Faytheon will enter through the present entryway end go down to
the floor below, This didisrugts our olan for security through the doer, but § em not sure
that there is anything we car do about it,

Alongside the cafeteria they have a fire=proof storage area for their inflammable
big ds, it $s water-proof Fleer and asbestos panel walis. We might consider salvaging
this for our own use.

Kenneth H. Olsen
DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE May 4th, 1962

TO Gerdon Bell FROM Keneth H. Olesn

Or. Ervin from Mass Generel Hespitel called late Thursday. He te

te the gift recelver end, therefore, not in @ position te pressure ve

still very interested in this computer end len holding beck COC
on the assumption that we will come ecrass. Hewever, he that he

he enly hints of the need to to conclusion.

While huve teow doddiing the medical computer question, COC
has sold @ computer to the Albert Einstein College of Modicine end UCLA.
Mas General gets e COC computer, | think they'll hove the medical

fteld pretty well sewed up.

MGKH hes tome yeung programmers whe are full of ideas as to how te
wonvert programs frum computer te another. Or. Ervin asked if could

worth pursuing. | asked him fo have the coll next week and will
arrange @ date with Gordon Beil end Dit Morse. Or. Ervin is going te be in

arrangements. The men's is Bill Lennon.

hove one or twe of our people listen to thele idees to see whether they are

Californie for two weeks and 60 one of the make the

9 feel thet we should consider the of hiring Jomes Nortmen
to heed medical work. This to hove the quelfications end
interests which would be for this type feb.

Kenneth H. Olesen

eu Ben Gurley

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT IRE Membership

DATE May 2nd, 1962

TO Jim Burley FROM. Aynne Manning

The enclosed note from Mr. Olsen is self-explanatory. | am enclosing
a membership form for your convenience.

You will note that the membership form requires references. An

Associate member requires Three Fellows, Senior Members or Members.

A Member requires Four Fellows, Senior Members or Members.

The following Digital people are IRE members and you may want to

use them as references.

Senior Member

Ken Olsen

Members

Harlan Anderson

Dick Best

Jack Brown

Jim Cudmore

Dick Whipple
Don White

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE

May 2nd, 1962

IRE Membership
TO Dave Denniston FROM Aynne Manning

The enclosed note from Mr. Olsen is self-explanatory. | am enclosing
a membership form for your convenience.

You will note that the membership form requires references. An
Associate member requires Three Fellows, Senior Members or Members.

A Member requires Four Fellows, Senior Members or Members.

The following Digital people are IRE members and you may want to

use them as references.

Senior Member

Ken Olsen

Members

Harlan Anderson

Dick Best

Jack Brown

Jim Cudmore

Dick Whipple
Don White

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION » MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT jRE Membership
TO Ken Larsen FROM Aynne Manhing

DATE
May 2nd, 1962

The enclosed note from Mr. Olsen Is self-explanatory. {am enclosing
a membership form for your convenience.

You will note that the membership form requires references. An

Associate member requires Three Fellows, Senior Members or Members.

A Member requires Four Fellows, Senior Members or Members.

The following Digital people are IRE members and you may: want to

use them as references.

Senlor Member

@ Ken Olsen

Members

Harlan Anderson

Dick Best

Jack Brown

Jim Cudmore

Dick Whipple
Don White

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT (€OC Viel.
TO Horien Andevses FROM Otees

Roland Belevert
daca brown

Stem Clean

DATE May and, 1062

:

§ received « call row Wililem Jenkinson, the lecel manager from
Cantrel Cate today. Ma would liks te try to ssfl ut thelr pneunatic
magnetic tops handler and thais other devices such the Henley
printer ani the dovice they

§ te 3 on
whe le hearing his sales pitch shavid

Jed.

Close

EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE May 2nd, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

When | was at the MIT conference for local company presidents last
fall, met Mr. W. 1. Handle who is chairman of the Industrial Liaison Office
at MIT. He had been talking with Jay Forrester lately and said he would
like to move on from MIT Into industry and Jay suggested that he talk to
us with the possibility of joining us here. | told him that we didn't have
ony definite openings, but that we would very much like to talk with him.
He is coming out next Wednesday, May 9th at 8:30 a.m. and It would be
good If you could spend a ittle time with him at that time.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Carpenter Shop Housekeeping

DATE
May 2nd, 1962

TO Loren Prentice Kenneth H. Olsen
FROM

Our carpenter is a good and he works hard gets the job done
very quickly. However, he never seems to find time to clean up the

| feel we have two altematives; one, to move the carpenter
shop very few that periodically we start off with a clean rom

the other Is for you, as his boss, to keep after him continuously.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce Ep Touml

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT Apri | 30the 1962

TO Dick Mills FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

{ received a call from Mr. Rome today, Monday, April 30th, about our lease
for the top floor of building 5. {It would be most convenient for him if they waited
until July Ist before they gave us the lease on that space. However, they realize
that if we want to add improvements to the place, it might be necessary for us to
have a lease before that. | told him to walt until we ask for a lease before they
go ahead and prepare It because of the possibility that we may not need it.

1 will leave it up to you then to decide when and If we need a lease and then
you can go ahead and get one from them. He said it would only take a day or two
to get one ready.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE April 30th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

On Thursday, April 26th | received a call from Mr. O. M. Spald from
internal Inspection Company, Summit, New Jersey asking If we would join
with them in a bid to the government for running feasibility studies and
supervisoring computing Installations overseas. | told him that we are not
well suited for that type job and that they would do better looking to
someone like Charles Adams Associates or Bolt, Beranek and Newman.
I told him that ffhe asked advice from our people, they would always
suggest that they build it themselves or that it was impossible.

1 gather he heard of us from American Research and Development but,
he did not know them well enough to have their name straight.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE
April 27h, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Herlen Anderson FROM Olsen

Ben Gurley
Stan Olsen

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

Kenneth H.

t hed « call from Jack Giimore Thursday, April 26th. Adams Associates
has been approached by Friden Corporation te If they wouldn't be a vehicle
for renting Flexowriter typewriters. They knew thet
turned down the project, but Adams Associates thinking of going Into the
systems business and though? that this would be @ good start. They thinking
about heaving the typewriters painted thelr color and put Adems it.

Jock asked If would let them know who eur customers 80 thet they
could offer to rent Flexowriter typewriters te them. | teld him thet, in general,

would be willing to do this, but there might be ereas in which would do
hnsiness with competitors which may be reluctant to do it and he understood

W
te this.

@ The monkey farm would like te rent the PDP computer end Charles Adame
is thinking of purchasing It and renting It to them. {don't know how Adams plans
te make money with thelr systems division, but | do think they know arithmetic
end they probably know whet they doing. ft can't help but de good for

Kenneth H. Olsen
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DATE April 27th, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Bob Hughes of ITT cclled on Thursday, April 26th to ask If we were going
to be In San Francisco. He would like to meet with us and talk about a personal
matter. | told him that | wouldn't be there, but that you can speak for both
of us.

t told him that you would be glad to have dinner with him and | suggested
that he ask you to show him where Omar Khayyam's restaurant is.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



SUBJECT PDP-1 Layout
TO Bob Beckman

Name

PDP-1 (4 days & console)
Anelex Printer

Typewriter Table

Display
Burroughs Card Reader

523 Punch

@ Standard DEC Cabinet
3 Tape Handlers & Control

the stockroom has .5" tape.

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE April 27th, 1962

FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Here Is a list of dimensions of the PDP=1 equipment that we have on the
first floor. The last column is the dimensions scaled down to 1/4" | ft.

Dimension Dimension

97 x 27 2x .56
67 x 31 1.4 x .645
34 x 30 71 x .625
49 x 44 1x .92
30 x 18 -65 x 3.75
42 x 25 875 x .52
23 x 27 5 x .56
92 x 27 9x5.61

We now have masking tape which Is .5 and .625" in width. With this you
can make up models very easily. Dave Shuflat has a box of the .625" tape and

Kenneth H. Olsen
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To: ALL EMPLOYEES

From: Kenneth H. Olsen

Subject: Parking April 25th, 1962

We have been concerned for some time that our employees have had to park
their cars three deep in the very limited parking area in front of building 12. This
has not only meant delays in leaving at night, but has also meant that people have
been called out during the day to let other people out of the lot. We thought we
had solved this problem by moving much of our facilities to building 5 where there
is unlimited parking available, however, people are still parking three deep in
building 12. It must be that they do not realize that the parking is unlimited
and easy at building 5 or else they do not realize that it is close, or closer,
than building 12.

We are enclosing a map which will show where the new parking area is
for those who do not realize where it is, and too, to try to convince everyone
working in buildings 4 and 5 that it is indeed most convenient. It is definitely
closer for all the people in building 5. For those working in building 4, and
parts of building 3 it is closer if one considers the extra stairs used if he parks in
front of building 12.

For your own convenience, and the convenience of those who have to park
in front of building 12, we would urge everyone to try to park in the lot near
building 5.

Bradley Container Company has complained that DEC employees are using
their parking lot. | told them that was sure that our employees would not do this
because it is definitely marked as private property, but | did agree to remind all
our employees of the fact.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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Tas Karlen Are rors Keaneth H, Olsen
Jack Atwood
Geerge 8rown
Henry Crouse
John
Ken Fitzgerald
Sian Olsen
Loren Prentice
Meynerd Seadior
Jack Smith

Apri 24th, 1962

Subject: Company Sacurity Proposal

On Morsay, Apsil 23rd we met to talk about company security problems. It is
ebvious that we are much too lax in our sscurity and have to enforce it much more
vigosously. In July, the Furchesing Department will move over to building 5 and so,
in general, the company will have only two entrances, tho main one In building 12
and the one near the shipping desk In building 5. We ave, however, going te put the
prototype computer in the large classreom on the top flear of building 4 and we are goingto have a separate entrance to that so that we can allow outsiders to have access to that
room and not to the rest of the company.

We will allow out caly a very limited number of ke, 3, and those who have to
work nights, will check out individual keys that will be cn very lerge merkers so that
although the temporary keys cze given out freely they will be easily forgotten and
no one will put them on their own key sing.

Loren Prentice will be cespensible for all our security, but he, in turn, will use
other people to carry out the work. | think that Brad Towle should continue fo be the
dispenser of temporary keys. { should be someone in the Sales Department because the
temporary keys should bz readily available, but they should ke called back immediatelyafter use.

We have brcken down the outside doors into four grours:

1. Front door of building 12 and the decr from the fifth ficor of building 3 to the
Machine Shop in buliding 4.

2. Front entrance of building 5 and the two entrances from the elevator shaft to the
centes of bullding 5,

3. The Computer Room in building 4.

4, All side doors and elevator shafts.



There will be sub=master keys which will open all four groups and will be given
to a small number of people. Those needing access to only one group will be given
only that key. There will be temporary keys made up for all four groups, but it will
be in only extzemely rare coses that a temporary key will be needed for group 4. If
people need a key for group | and 2 on a temporary basis, thay will be given two
teraporary keys and then they will have access to the whole plant.

In addition, there will be several inside key groups. These will all be opened
by the grand master key. The inside groups are as follows:

5. Manufacturing.

6. Advertising.

7. Toot Crib.

8. Finished Goods.

9. Aschives.

We would also like to have a master lock system and a sub~grouping lock system
for all our gray cabinets and for all our file cabinets. The emergency is not os severe
on these, so we can let it slide a little while.

Most doors which would possibly have to be opened for emergency, but which we
don't want opened normally, we are going to have installed with alarm type locks. in
order to get through these locks one has to break glass which allows the door to be opened,
but also sets off an alarm. If they are opened with a key, they wosk like any other lock.
The following doors will have this type lock.

1. Between the Machine Shop and the fifth floor of building 3.
2. Walnut Street end of the fourth floor of building 5.
3. Walnut Street end of the fifth floor of building 5.
4, Elevator tower door on the fourth floor of building 5 and elevator tower on the

fifth Floor of building 5.
5. Front fire escape fourth floor of building 5.
6. Front fire escape fifth floor of building 5.
7. Stairway between floors three and four at main entrance of bullding 5.
8. Between Computer Room and Sheet Metal Shop of building 4.
9. In door to be added at present Purchasing entrance.
10. Door by Drafting Department.
11. Door in building 3 to General Radio area.
12. Door in building 3 to Country Store.
13. Side door on first floor of building 12.

For this long list of bell type locks we perhaps should order a spare even though



>

~ 3 =

they cost $60.00 each, All of these, but the first two, are in key group number 4.

Also, in key group nuraber 4 ave padlocks to be put on the following creas:

1. Shipping door on the first floor of building 12.

2. Door to the hoist in the secand fleor of building 12.

3. Elevator near the eating crea in building 3.

4, Elevator on the fer end of building 3.

5. Elevator on the thied floor of building 4.

6. Elevator on the fourth floor of building 4.

Loren Prentice is going ahead and buy the alarm type locks and he wil! settle on
a master keying system.

As a temporary measure, Loren is immediately going to change the lecks in
building 5 and the main door in building 12 so that they all open on the present standard
door key.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE part 26th, 12

New Madule Socket
ro Kenneth. Olean

FROM 4.

W's have received severed semplelats thet the leg venteut hes fetlwed
in our present Amphenol connecter. de not like the idee of going to « ribbon
opting type vennecter because they hove ou dette center! pressure und because
they don't have solid tab te selder tc. W appears that going to beryllium
copper eds very little to the quality of the contact. | feel the ebvieus way
te improve the socket is net te allow the contest eny play.

The play te the male connecter cennet line up with the
socket, but with the male connecter using, this is not « problem

ell the play disappears after the socket le wired enyway. redesign
the molding se thet the contact fe centered and it is allowed mation this
lowers the emouat of resiliensy necessary in the contest by @ significant fester.

We further tmprove the resiliency ef the contest by making the part
which bends lenger. 1 that we use the sackets in large enough
quantity the? we cen justify making o completely new contest ade

The molded part be significantly heavier than using. W
would edd very little to the cost and would make the unit strenger end appear
to be hettar qwatity the shank of the contest protruded through @ tighter end
deeper hole there would be play in the contest.

f the shenk of the contest was off-set in line with edge of the
contest, the contects could be made te be daggered which would give ws

for soldering. 1 would also make wire wrapping caclar.

new bends of tab on the contac? in erder te hold it fa plese. We
eould have them rotate the whole shank 45° which uid muke seldering caster
for wives which eve belag run vertically heriaantally.

We should tavestigate the coat of having tweaded bushings melded ta plese
or lnnerted afterwards se the? we de net aced nuts.

We should make end of the socket lenger then the other so the?
thip the idiot drip which in mounting pencils. Ve should
olen lavestigete the price of heving this dene te eur taper pin socket which poid
fer.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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We should make shetches of the molding thet desire end should oles
make thetchze of the scider type contect and the wire wep contest.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec Sob Hughes
Stan Olsen
Loren Prentice
Sock Smith
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TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE April 24th, 1962

Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H Olsen

Methode Company has a connecter which appears to solve the problem
for connectors on the PDP-4 double ended plug-in unit. This is a socket very
much like the blue one which now use in our mounting panels, but which has

are shortsome key!ng ridges on the side. They then supply 9 pin p ugs which
the plug we use on our modules. These they wire into 9 pin patch

ords for plug beard proygrumming. You can then fit two of thes across @

socket becouse they keyed, they only go in way.

We could then mount this socket the end of module do
on our extender plug-in unit ond we could have Methode make up the interconnecting
cables which they consider standurd. We then have to jumper between the two sets

little longer or else it will crowd the etch wiring a little bit,
of contacts by means of etch wiring which mayof etch that the module has to be a

| would Itke Henry Crouse to obtain o sample of this for us. The socket number
is $D-622S=MPL and the plug isMD-609S-PAS. We would like to have between
1 and 5 of each of these parts, depending on which Is most convenient for them to

sample of that.
supply. ff they have the plugs wired up Into cables, would like to

Another approach fe to put 1 an the hack and just
tke we ROW have on the front end and then AMP female connector. This
has the obvious advantage of making the module very easy to make because it
uses present techniques with just straight side pieces. The AMP female connector
has the advantage in that it uses crimp type connectors. We use a 12 pin version
or If we used only 9 pins of the 22 pin version, we should then consider jumpering

module. { think this Is a cost which would be well worth It beceuse of the bly
saving.

all the cables together. This cuts down the number of contacts by two, but It
that all the plugs would have to be disconnected In order to pull out @

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce Gordon Bell
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TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE April 24th, 1962

Dick Mills FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

1 received a call this morning from Jay Forrester about our plans for
continuing the seminar series. | told him that each of the members of the
seminar would like to continue In the new group study plan. He suggested
that we set up the groups and orrange a meeting time with Dave Packer.
told him that there were about 15 people who weve taking part which would
mean about 5 in each group, If we picked 3 groups. | told him thet you
would contact Dave Packer and arrange a meeting time and that you would
choose the 3 teams.

He suggested that we try to arrange a meeting time with Dave Packer
so that all the groups would meet in one afternoon so that they would only
have to make one trip out. This would mean that some of the groups would
have to meet during working hours. He sald It would take about 1-1/2 hours
for each group.

He further suggested that we meet once a week but that alternate meetings
should be by the group without Dave Packer.

1 would like to leave the job with you of arranging the meetings with
Dave Packer and choosing the teams. We probably should postpone meetings
for another week because so many of our people will be away at the show in
California.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT 7296 Tape Drives
TO Ben Gurley FROM

Dick Best
Jack Brown
Fred Maclean

DATE April 19, 1962

Keneth 4. Olsen

Fred Maclean called IBM to find out the availability of a 729-6 Tepe
Orive. They sald that they would ren? One a temporery basis, but the delivery
would not be until February, 1963. With a great amount of pressure, they might
be able to deliver it in December, 1962. They feel that they have to give their
customer system orders first priority.

He did say, however, that the 729-4 Tape Reader would havemuch
better availability.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE April 19, 1962

TO Jack Atwood FROM Keneth H. Olsen

1 received a call today from Bob Cesari, our patent lawyer, about our
new catalog. He says that our copyright notice Is In the wrong place and,
therefore, catalog may not be copyrighted. He says that the law is very
specific in saying that it should be on the title page or on the page following
the title page. Next time we print the catalog, we should be careful that It
is tn the right place.

Kenneth H. Olsen

CC: Harlan Anderson
Stan Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Display Booths

TO Jack Atwood FROM Olsen
Harlan Anderson
Sten Olsen

DATE April 19, 1962

Kenneth H

Several years ago, | designed a display booth end with amount of
effort, proved that we could make one cheaper than we could have one made
outside. This might have been a great disservice to the company. The result of
our success in making this booth hes initiated a company policy that we make all
booths. Now we postpone construction of the booths until the last week, ond we
ore very free in adding frills, making changes In the booths, and adapting them
to the current ideas.

1 suggest that change our policy now, and that purchase all booths.
This will have several advantages. We would be forced to make our decisions well
ahead. We will have an exact cost on all the novel ideas and frills that we might
request. We will also know whether or not It's worth making a new booth, because

they compare with the outside.

we'll have a price tag on it. If wants fo propose a booth made here in the
house, he could then present drawings and sketches and prices, and we can see how

1 suggest that clean up the odds and ends that we now have around the
plant, and that then end up with two three 10' booths, one 20' booth, and

40' booth. These should be genera! purpose booths that we don't feel obligated
to modify for each show. We should then take space at trade shows which will fit

standard booths, and not try to do anything tricky like the EJCC last December.

We should always have the display booth set up two or three weeks before
the shipping date, so that we can correct for things we don't like. The booths we
used In the IRE Show and the one now going to the Spring Joint Computer Conference
looked quite homemade, but only In details which could be readily fixed up if we
had a few more days. fom very reluctant fo criticize these booths, because people
worked very hard ond such very long hours at the last minute to do them. But
the other hand, if we started them earlier and simpiifled our ideas, we could avold

of these long hectic hours before the show.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Stan Olsen
Ben Gurley
Dick Best
Maynard Sandler
Al Blumenthal
Loren Prentice

DATE April 19, 1962

We have striven to have an unusually high illumination level! in most
working areas. Even though the cost is high, we fc el this is a good investment,
because it makes the mill look bright and pleasant. However, one interesting
disadvantage develops. Some areas which are not as bright as others give the
impression of being dark, even though their level may be wel! above standard.
Because there have been some complaints about the level, we had our electrician,
Bemie Joyce, make a survey of the plant fo check on the illumination level.

The following ist gives the result of Bernie's survey in h he used a
Weston light level meter, held at about bench level. The conclusion ts that
there are only two creas which have low light level. They are Jack Smith's
office and my own office. ! suggest thet for the time being we consider increas~
ing the level in these two offices only.

The recommended light levels start at about 5 = 10 foot candles for
corridors, and for areas in which very close work is being done, they recommend
between 50 and 100. We have over 50 in almost all areas. Our mechanical
inspection has a level of 125 at the bench level, and crafting has between 125
ond 150.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Attachment

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



LIGHT LEVELS:

Building 3:

Building 4:

Building 5:

Building 12:

First Floor -

Second Floor -

Third Floor -

All readings taken at bench level during daylight hours.

Area

Computer Assembly
Cafeteria
Ramps and Passageways

L. Prentice Office
Machine Shop
Library
Auditorium
Model Shop
Engineering
Purchasing
Drafting
Blueprint Room

M. Sandler Office
Assembly Bench Area
Production Control Office
Stockroom
Testing Area
Quality Control Oscilloscope Area

Bench Area
Test Equipment Headquarters
Mechanical Inspection Work Bench

u Area
Mag Tape Checkout
Main Corridor
Final Checkout
A. Blumenthal Office
J. Smith Office

Shipping
Reception Room
K. Olsen Office
IBM Room
Accounting
Personnel
Bench Area
Office Space
Open Desk Area
Stairs
Work Area at Desks
Mailing Work Area

Light Level

80 -125
40 - 90
20 -100

~ 70 -100
50 -100
55 - 80
75 -100
70 - 80
50 - 80
50 - 70
125-150
75 -100
90 ~ 110
70 -110
60 - 80
50 - 70
50 - 80
10-15
70 -100
70 - 90
125
90
80 - 90
15 - 30
50 - 80
50 - 80
40 - 50

iL}

40 - 60
125 -150
40 - 50
70 -100
80 -100
40 - 80
70 -100
70 -100
60 -100
30 -60
80 -100
90 125



DATE Apetl 1@th, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Gold plated eyelets for test equipment,
TO Horlan Anderson FROM

Stan Olean
Jack Senith

Kenneth 4. Olsen

Becausewe have been having trouble consistently with the electrical
contact In our tes? equipment patch curds | would like Henry Crouse to find
out whet # would cost to have petch cords gold plated end to hove our

we

eyelets yold pluted.

tr addition tu the simple cuntect between the eyelet and the benane pin
we ales have sulfored of the connevilon between the eysiel In the wire
end because of the flux inside the eyelet. would like Henry te find out what
it would cust tu heve special eyelets mude exactly like present eyelet, but
which have a tab for soldering for spot leads the back side ef the
panel.

Keaneth H. Olsen

cco Henry Crovec

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE April 18th, 1962

TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Most of our elevators have to be shared with tenants on other floors. We
should develop a plan by which the elevators are not left on our floor at night
so that the other tenants will have access to them. | am not sure how we should
do this, but we should discuss it at the meeting on security which we will have
soon.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
Stan Olsen FRom Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE April 18th, 1962

TO

{ never seem to get to the French Restaurant any more so will you, when
you are over there, measure the dimensions for shutters for the front window and
then initiate an order for them.

We also should have an extension cord so that the clock and the lamp
along side the hutch will work. [f this extension cord is made out of zip cord
it could be stapled in place and would be very inconspicuous.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE April 18th, 1962

TO Dick Mills FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We bought a Cathotometer, which is a lead screw mounted microscope,
for testing the precision spray scope which we are making for the University
of California and CRC. There is a vague possibility that we may use this
machine again, but It Is not at all likely and so | think we should expense
it off as one of the costs of making these two machines. It is such a very
special purpose device that | think we would be giving a false impression
If we added it to our list of capital equipment.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE April 18th, 1962

TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

When 1 was at the IRE show, | talked to a salesman from Sprague about
one of their new circuit packages. This is smaller than the bulplate printed
circult packages which we bought samples of. At that time, they did not
have literature on them and | forgot the trade name they have for it. When
you talk to the salesman from Sprague, will you ask him about It and
when they are in, | would like to talk with them. They are making these
In Nashua, New Hampshire and | feel that we should visit them and talk
to them about some of the circuits which we need.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE

peril léth, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Janie Atwoud FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

Hearty Crouse

§ feel that | hove leet touch with the expeaditures in the Advertising
Deportment. § quite shocked te that in February spent $6,878.00

advertising for job applicants end in March, spent $6,433.00 for the
seme. tn order to develop feeling fer the expenditures in the Advertising
Department i would fike te cancel ali apen purchass requisitions and do
this purchasing with the conventional purchase requisitions.

1 would like to see justification fer eny future employment advertising.
f would like to know how many people hired during February end March
that offribute to the $15,331.00 spent during thet period,

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce Stan Olsen
Herian Anderton
Bob Lassen

@
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE April 16th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

John Culkins
George Brown

I stopped in Sunday afternoon at the plant and was very surprised to find
the shipping door on the first floor of building 12 completely unlocked and the
elevator door on both ends of building 3 unlocked. This points up the need for
an immediate security plan. | would like Loren Prentice to meet with who ever
he feels is necessary and to propose a workable and consistent plan. This plan
should be put down on paper and then we should have a meeting later this
week to approve it.

I also noticed that the power was off on the first floor of building 12
and all the coolers and clocks were off. 1am very sympathetic with the problem
because when I tried to turn the power on it wasn't at all obvious how this should
be done. When we have the meeting on security, | would like also to have
George Brown prepare a proposal for how we turn power off in building 5 and
John Culkins do the same for the other buildings. We may want to re-do some
of the wiring In order to make it easier, Asa minimum, we should have the
boxes labeled and a memo pasted at various places indicating how it should be
shut down.

If someone needs help in preparing notes or memos, my secretory will be
available to do this.

Kenneth H. Olsen

cc: HarlanAnderson
Stan Olsen
Dick Mills
Maynard Sandler
Bob Lassen
Jack Atwood
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4 INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

.3

DATE April 16th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

John Culkins
George Brown

I stopped in Sunday afternoon at the plant and was very surprised to find
the shipping door on the first floor of building 12 completely unlocked and the
elevator door on both ends of building 3 unlocked. This points up the need for
an immediate security plan. | would like Loren Prentice to meet with who ever
he feels is necessary and to propose a workable and consistent plan. This plan
should be put down on paper and then we should have a meeting later this
week to approve it.

| also noticed that the power was off on the first floor of building 12
and all the coolers and clocks were off. 1 am very sympathetic with the problem
because when I tried to turn the power on it wasn't at all obvious how this should
be done. When we have the meeting on security, | would like also to have

John Culkins do the same for the other buildings. We may want to re-do some
of the wiring In order to make it easier, Asa minimum, we should have the
boxes labeled and a memo pasted at various places indicating how it should be
shut down.

George Brown prepare a proposal for how we turn power off in building 5 and

if someone
available to do this.

needs help in preparing notes or memos, my secretary will be

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: HarlanAnderson
Stan Olsen
Dick Mills
Maynard Sandler
Bob Lassen
Jack Atwood
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DATE pgetl t3h, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Orum System Review Meeting

TO Warlen Andessen FROM Olsen
Gordon tell
Sick Bee

Ted Johnsen
Sten Glean

The drum have eulfered from the lock of « customer with
cheolute deadline, As a teeult, many things have boon let slip and
appears to heve reel confidence te the complete status of theve syttoms.
would ike te coll « meeting for 1@ o.m. Wednesday, April | Sth

in my office te review the detus of thie.

Ad this tine | would Mie to have « lia of ali the jobs to be dens
these projects and @ suhedule laid eut and individuals esigned to cach af

evnssious af whet the prob em creas ere.

the be
thet everything ie under os of least, we afi

Olesen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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DATE 13th, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Mamery Toating ReviewMeeting
TO FROM

Dick Best
don fodinan
he Gurley

Dick Whiple

The Spectel Systeme Greup has been quite evtenemeus end very successful
end « result hus not received its chare of attention from the company officers.
Wes thed porindio nestings 0 revie- the geobtomn nevi surt and

of department. wavid like te cali a fit meeting tor Tuseday,
April \7th in ay offtee at 1000 a.m.

We would ite te the status of tho Japences morkat, the stotus
of the Machine and present and future pusitien in the wemory testingmarket We wov d else like to talk ubeut any ether preb eae ov
ideas which you may sare te diecus, Alea, we should bring ideas for

chevid punwe.we

Keneth 4. Gle
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TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE April 13th, 1962

Qualj ty Control Review Meeting
FROM

Harlan Anderson Kenneth H. Olsen
Dick Best
Ben Gurley
Bob Hughes
Stan Olsen
Loren Prentice
Maynard Sandler
Jack Smith

Since we reorganized the Quality Control Department we have not
met to review the policies and actions of the committee. | would like to
set up a meeting for 10:00 a.m., Monday, April 16th in my office to
review the status of the Quality Control Department.

I would like all those who have responsibility connected with
Quality Control or who have complaints for the Quality Control Department
to come to this meeting.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACH 'SETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Jack Atwood FROM Keneth H. Olsen

DATE April 13th, 1962

i think should set up a schedule for reviving house organ. |

suggest that immediotely send a copy of aw new catalog to all
employees with a note saying hove been delayed in coming out with
the next issue of the house organ because of all the work Involved In
this catalog, but that In a short time, the publicetion will be revived.

ccs; Bob Lasen
Stan Olsen

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Apel 13th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Loren Prentice FROM Keneth H. Olsen

if mado the tep section (or the bottom section) of mounting
panels 1/8" shorter than the other side it then would be posible for customers,

ourselves, in special cases to the mounting panels 1/4' 3/8"
closer together.

1 would like te know whet would be involved in changing the design
this wey. Maybe should make It « full 1/4" shorter that it will not
louk like tried te make them the end just eccidently it out
cifferently.

We thinking of going to « wider module that would have pins
end the etch board without geing to longer length. One
sockets looking ef would fit ina 7"mountingallowed
the overlap. if the standerd mounting penels allowed the overlep

@ then could go to this secket very easily.

Kenneth H. Olesen

ccs Reger Melenson
Dick Beet
Gordon Bell

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE Aprit 13th, 1942

TO Gerdon Ball FROM Keneth MH. Olsen

Ther ere two ideasWhich we PDP

However, U m ght be worth PDPo4.
bul got around to doing becouse the machine was already to big.

With seftlyoretiag unit 8 would be posible te completely

corrasive atmesphere from the outside world. This, of course, wou d be
y Industriel control end would significantly longer

packages fron Tecunsett Company, 959 Brown Streat, Tecunsett, Michigan.

panes through the fl ter, the alr should be perfectly clean.

recirculete oly within the system and eliminate the problems ef dirt, dust and

ie fer the system. Packaged units are rfrigration. in fact,
oly wundltlente voftlyoratur wanviuciveers buy thes pre mode

A few years age, | believe, Carrier the only ele condition manufacturer
cons Sofi Vie could mount uf systous la

end cabinet end fans to circulate the coal wh though the
cabinets. Ve should stiff have filters 0, the aly will be

thay digg and efter @ fow

The ts
line transients. Werdimen hes the 3,000 cycle supply from Relience

soon get it. Th. main edvautaye

he power fe shut ull. The secondary edventage of the system wou d be it is

no iron.

of this type unlt le thot could then operate for « relatively long pesiod of time

Hylter in weight baveuss the power supply transformers eimoet

We had trouble designing @ 3,000 cycle power supply because hod

ycle generato which ts readily aveltable and the power supply should beexperience Another spproech ba uge @ 400

relatively caty te build. These units eden they smel self-regulating end
$0 we o teguicting We could simplythe power supply.
ship 115 welts the and wep t down locolly In the power

ell the time end there should be problem making the power supply fer 1.get the voltages thet we want. People make 40 cycle transformers

@ Kenneth #.

eer Loren Provtke Danie! Vierdimon
Ben Gurley Dick Beet
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE April llth, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Bob Lassen FROM OlsenKenneth H

While looking at the annual review chart | have observed that Paul Tracy
has rated very poorly ali counts. He Is obviously not et all interested in
the job and it very unlikely thet he will develop Interest In
this type of work.

1 feel that for his good and fer the good of the company that should
| feel that should do this quickly because it becomes

more difficult time goes

{ feel that people reluctant to de this because it might offend his
mother who is of ong term employees. Postponing this decision will
only make It difficult to do and | think that should rigorously
follow the rule that do not employ than member of any family.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Stan Olesen
Maynard Sandler

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



DATE April lith, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Carpenter projects for flest floor bulliding 12
TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

1. Make email for jeniter sink with door.

2. Meke entrance to ladies without door.

3. Put down mens'

4. Box tn pillar in card punching
5. Seal windows In lobby and office with plywood.
6. Cover window wall in lobby and office with sheet rock te 8 foot height.
7. Cover both sides of wall between lobby end office.
8. Continue the low wall within the office ond put doorway within it.

df 9. Make two clothes closets In of leby. One should open frem lobby
end one from the hallway.

(2)

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO FROM Keansth H. Olsen

DATE Ageth éth, 1962

Andersen
Dick Geet
Russ Doone
Sen Gurley
Stan Oleca

There wil! be @ meeting tn my offices Thursday, April '2th 9:00
concerning magesyele line of modules.

your

Kenneth 4. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO

®
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE April 4th, 1982

FROM Kenneth 2. Glen
Ben Gurley

Stan Olsen
Herlan Anderson

tinlly Rising of Mitve Corporetinn (reitview 47180) relied me heat wek
to see if we wore interusted in making @ 2 microsecond memory for hina. hed
eleeady tained to several other manuiocturers ond he found their prices weremuch Wher bocalled i told aim that We wale but,

would tcke o while to whet approwch should teks fo figure

to t lavited them out to meet wtth Thursday, April Sth af 150 pes.

owt whether we hove the manpower or nat. ben thought should very carefully
consider this becouse § ie se much in fine with whet we waned to de anyway and

They want about 22 24 bit word length end 4,000 wards. He would need
chout twe of thuse unite.

1 think % would be @ geod idee if lecked whet available
end what transistors would be used to if should encourage this ony further.

Olean

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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dle
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Frank Kelweil FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE April Sth, 1962

The Methode Connector catalog shows a connector ond plug very
much like the in modules which longer and have 32
pins. Will youorder plugs and 5 female of this size. The spacing
between pins somewhat less than present but the style Is very
much the end could make o larger module using this connecter.

we We

ces Gordon Bell
Dick Beet

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Ben Gurley FROM Kemeth H. Oken

DATE Apett Sth, 1962

Lost week during the IRE show when visited ITY, offered to send
of key people to Parts to make the machine set up right and In good
operation condition. Thin person probably should be you. We don't want to
have you spand foo much tee getting Involved with the uncroting and
of tho problems which yeu can't help eny then enyone else We
probably should weit until they have the machine epereting before you go,
but, you should ge? there enough that yeu be of seme help.

1 think you should go ahead end get « passport end perhaps get « reservation
fer the time which yeu would like to go. Stan Olsen, Jon ond Dick Best
have gone through of the red fape involved In getting passport yeu
teke hints from them.

Yeu had better polish up your Frenchi

Kenneth H. Olsen

Stan Olson
Harlan Anderson
Nick Mezzerete

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE Mareh 30th, 1952

TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
George Gorelds
Stan Olsen
Jack Smith

§ met Ms. Levy from U. S. Dielectric lnc. of Worcester, Massachusetts
ot tie HE Show. tHe had potted transformers at time end to We hove
had hows Oxperience with him. They ae now lasgely molding potting shells
end headers. | made @ sketch of a tronsformer shell which could and
he is going to send us 6 quate. He suggested thut wo do not o seperate
header and cute, but that make a cup with the holes in the bottom ond
fill the pot and then touch the top fo a sanding disc. He says a
compound which put the bottom that the resin does not out
through the wire holes. This compound is then washed off with acetone eter.

The unit | thetched for him ts ebout 1/2" diameter 5/16" high. There
ts spece for 10 holes In the bottom, but | told him thet only 4 8 holes will
be used of eny tims.

When the quote in, should double check the dimensions to be

cround the wires ony wire which does not get stripped exactly up to the shell
will net bother the soldering.

sure It is exactly what we want. | notice that people leave a little raised
portion tn the bottom of their shells so thet eny resin which dees leek down

1 think should then order labels from Brady Company which would
ftt wer the top of this unit and make it a very attractive one. | tried
Brady ebels in ultrasonic cleaner and found that the metal labels made

ofter going through the triclor but thet the plastic labels
collapse completely. We would like @ plastic coating any label have
thet ie will be insulating, but this may not be possible.

Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



®
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO tHorlen Andesein FROM Kenneth H, Olen

Dick Beat
Russ Doene
Ben Gurley
Stan Oleca

DATE March 30th, 1962

t would like you to attend @ meoting in my office Wednesday,
at 9:00 @ m to discuss the resign ond plens for the 30 mogecytis

fine of modules.

Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

4

DATE March 30th, 1962

SUBJECT Banana Patch Cord

Bob Hughes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

It seems to me when | am doing some experimental work there is always a
shortage of patch cords. 1 suggest that the Test Equipment Committee consider
buying a quantity from Pomona. They have a new model which does not stack
vertically, but only crosswises which is relatively economical. It is their
model 1440 which lists for $1.00 each but in quantities of 250 the price Is

$.60 each,

This model Is not in their catalog as yet, but it fs available In the colors
and lengths of their model B. They come in 4, 8, 12, 18, 24 and 36" lengths
and ten different colors. The man | talked with at the show thought we could
get the quantity price if we mixed colors and lengths.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO

®
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Plant Security Officer

DATE March 27th, 1962

Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We ned to draft to be Plant Security Officer. This person should
be quite senior in the organization and capable to work out a consistent and

for this job.
logical system of locks and security. the obvious personyou are

You have the shops end carpenters under you and you also have engineers

responsibility for it and to work out a consistent plan for locking the plont ond
you can delegate most of the work to, but, | would like you to take the general

orderly system of keys.

i believe that going to rent the top floor of Building 5 which will
help our security significantly. We will then put a partition on the landing between
the floors that block this obvious weakness In security.
We then aleo use the whole and loading dock in the very
front of Building 5 and have only a lock the very front door. Maynard ndustries
would like to take this floor end willing to give us @ very good break
and very good concessions.

fourth

One of the first things should do Is set up a system of keys. Perhaps the

key, key to the main doors, key to the secondary doors, key to the
computer rom which will build the Building 4 auditorium, key for the
box in shops, key for the locks in the printing department end key for
the locks in production department.

very first thing should do is make the front door open with any key. ! think
should have a very small number of types of keys. There should be one master

We will, very soon, have badges Issued at which time will Insist that
everyone wear G badge ot ali times. We will then insist that all contractors
have badges.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ces Stan Olsen
Harlan Anderson

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT mprovement of lobby.
TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ep Toum!

DATE Merch 27th, 1962

Jack Atwood hos found a false ceiling which can be Installed readily
in the lobby. The cost of installation is significant and if Ep Toumt thinks
that he can do It, it would be worthwhile because | think it then would not
be capitalized. Otherwise, we should go ahead and have It done.

Before we do this, | think that we should nall plywood up against the
two windows and then cover the whole front wall with sheetrock so that the
false ceiling would match the wall.

We should check the electricians to see if they can raise the lamps
so that the false ceiling can be a little higher.

This work would be the first step in fixing the lobby and after it is done
I think we can visualize the next step even better.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE March 27th, 1962

TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

! am planning to enlarge my office so that | can more comfortably seat
people when have large meetings and | will therefore want a larger table.
Formica comes In sheets of 5' x 12' and | think that one can also get plywood
that size. | would like to make a table that is hexagon In shape. It would be
12' long and 5' wide, but with tapering sides so that the ends are just 3' wide,
Some people have made a very complicated study of conference tables and
have concluded that this is the optimum shape.

We also need one of these tables for the conference room in the Sales
Department so | think that we should order two of them. The colors of Formica
are limited but we are not at all critical. The walnut grain Formica that | have
on my present table is quite satisfactory.

| would like to have you sketch a decent set of legs for this. The general

can have Hollowell make the top and maybe the welder in Acton could make the
bottom, but | would like to leave this up to you. think that we should not
attempt to make the top in our own shops because It Is so very large.

type we are now using Is quite satisfactory and | think four legs would be adequate
if we had two 2-1/2" steel pipe stringers running the full length of the table. We

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Merch 27th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ken Fitagereld
Ben Gurley
Bab Sevel

We have hod a number of criticiems of light pen because it does
not have @ switch It. | think would be worthwhile fo keep this problem
in mind so that if up with a solution, install it.ever Come

People have aleo complained about Ne sensitivity to nolee end might
consider the problem of filtering elec.

Kenneth 4. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



TO

e
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE march 1962

Andewon FROM Kenneth Olen
deck Atwood

Bob Lenten
Dick wills
Stan Gleon
Maynard Sender

W t camember correctly planning to give the 19th of company
holiday. The dey after this ie Good Fridey and then Easter weekend, ( think

in production, seybe could give both of them off, but right thie is
defintelyot of the quettion,

thet ow attendance will end up being relatively poor on Good Friday end
9 think eight consider doing caveral other companies are doing and
that te giving the 20th off instead of the 19th. we 0 fer behind

ot
think that should consider this right ewey and make @ decision

becouse the cote ie coming up very quickly.

Thore ts normally @ dleadvantage ln net taking the caguler holiday

fe 1, bt tile ene a peobdem of this tis bereves meet erhnele havi thi whobe
week off,

becouse people with children like ts have th seme doy off that ther ch tidren

Konneth 4. Cleon
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 27th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO George Brown FROM Kenneth H, Olsen

John Culkins

1 believe that we have a number of signs which say "Emergency Exit
Only". John Culkins probably knows where they are. They might be in
the old machine shop stockroom. would like to have George Brown mount
One or two of these In the stairway of Building 5. One shou d be on the
outside of the doorway at the very bottom of the stairwell and One on the
wall of the stalrway just as it goes down from the landing which leads to
the bridge between Building 3 and Building 5.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 27th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Roger Malenson

{ have told the mechanical Inspection group that thelr job Is to
facilitate the flitting together of mechanical parts. Asa side line they may
help our shops or our vendors to read drawings and prove their craftsmanship.
We did not install this department to make sure the parts are exactly like the
drawings.

if they take this far too seriously they are going to have to learn
much about where the parts go and how they used and also, a result,
will develop some modifications of our drawings. For example, they will
probably often find that dimensions have not been placed in the most critical
place and they may have been placed where they not ciitical at all. in
addition, of course, there will always be a certain number of mistakes they
will find.

Do you think might work out a system by which they make
simple modifications of our drawings without going through the drafting
department but that will still keep things under control. | am not pushing
this idea very hard, but | do think have to work out a way inwhich
can make simple modifications to drawings very quickly.

We visited Itek Corp. last week who have a drafting machine which uses
our computer. { Interested In comment they made nd that is that It is
perfectly satisfactory to keep drawings on a continuous spool because people
are quite satisfied to have a completely new photograph made whenever there
Is a modification and they are very happy to have the old drawing still on record.
We might consider some day keeping all our drawings on continuous film Instead
of the cards which we now have.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE

March 2ist, 1962

TO Roger Malenson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We have been criticized for putting jumpers In our plug-in plug where
they really were not needed and thus causing some confusion with the man
doing the wiring. This may not have been a wise thing to have done, but
it now In the clrcult schematics and | suggest that we leave It there.

We are now working on automatic system for inserting the wires between
the plug and the etch board. This that in general there will be a wire
between each terminal and only where it Is impossible to do anything else will

from on, lay them out assuming that there will be o wire in there.
want to cut the wire out afterward and | suggest that for all the boards

We have also modifled layouts from that there Is a marker
for drilling a hole of eyeletting the clamps wherever the long, narrow Philco
type transistor is used. We should be sure that the circultry avolds this eyelet

8O

though the base of the transistor is supposedly insulated

We will now go to funnel shaped eyelets for all transistors. These will
be easier to insert because they don't have to be orientated like the stud eyelets
and the transistor can be inserted before the dip soldering. We will then use
the same eyelet spacing for both the Philco type transistor and the T5 type where

way we can continue to use one the 1103 and the 4106.
J and .2" sides. Thisthe three terminals are located on a triangle with

The T5 type transistors will be Inserted end-on with a plastic pad just
before dip soldering. The Philco type 126 cam will be inserted in the clip
and the wires dug through the eyelet before dip soldering.

We will standardize on the following spacings 1/2 watt resistors 0.6"
spacing. 1/4 watt resistors 0.4" spacing and diodes 0.6" spacing,

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Dick Best
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 21st, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Bob Hughes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We had a visit from Chuck Corderman on Monday and for two hours he

explained to us the troubles he has encountered in using our units. Perhaps
we should be proud of the fact that there were so few troubles in such a very
large project but, we should take advantage of what we learned from him. He

has had a finite number of failures of units that appear to have died from the

time we tested and the time they were delivered. This number is so small that

he doesn't want us to do anything about It, but | feel that there should be no

failure during this period. He suggested that it was probably the vibration

during shipping. | think that maybe we should take a thousand transistors and

test them and then shake them all and test them again and see if any have falled.

He also had severe problems with one type transistor which had its leakage
current Increased very significantly during a period which he didn't have air
conditioned area in his racks. This Is Increase in ICO during shelf life at about

this and we gave him 200 transistors free for replacements. WII you ask Dick Best

all that he learned from this and then call Chuck Corderman If there Is more so that

we can beat this one doem. It is also quite mysterious because the units would

be poor when they were first turned on, but, after being used a ittle bit, they
would come back to a more normal situation. This means that we have the

potential problem that we use to have with sleeping sickness and cathodes of
double triods that we used in flip-flops that would go for days without changing.

90° ~ 95° Fahrenheit. This should not have happened and | feel very badly about

He also found a very small percentage of taper pins which were not correctly
crimped. These were units in which the wire was not connected because the crimp
was made only on the insulation. We should be sure to inspect all taper pin cables

to that we can see where the insulation ends so that we can be sure that we have

also crimped the wire.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 2ist, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Herwy Crouse FROM Kenneth

Jack Atwood
George Lard

{ have some Ifterature on General Eleciric's quertz lamps which ore very
much like the smoll Syivenia movie lamp. This appears to to be e much
better way of exposing pletes and silk film than the light because
there Is odjustment and end smoke. i suggest that into
this to see where the lights comparable before buy another carbon
fomp. We might experiment with the present Sylvania lamp have.
General Electric makes some lamps which are several times os big as that
Sylvania femp.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Cy Kendrick FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE March 20th, 1962

1 asked George Gerelds to order the parts to bulld foor
more electrocounting boxes for the component benders. We have
order two benders and will have a total of four and then
will have extra counter.

1 asked him to put.aflush mounting socket and plug the beck
that we can have complete freedom in tleing these counters to different
units. He Is ordering the predetermine counters, the buzzer and the boxes
necessary to make these.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce; George Gerelds
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE March 20th, 1962

TO John Culkins FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We had a visitor from the Department of Labor who was shown around

by Bob Dill. He had a number of comments which we should take cere of
and | suggest you talk with Bob Dill about them. The emergency exits on
the third floor of Building 12, he felt, were inadequate and that the
windows were locked and the sashes broken. Will you look into this
situation and let me know what you think we should do about It.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 20th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Ben Gurley FROM OlsenKenneth H.

Herlan Andarson
Sten Olsen
Ed Fredkin ~ informational Intemational

prototype POP tn Ed Fredkin's plent. Some of the potential customers that

he promised, it might be serious @ drein his operation. Ed might

have beceme quite to pleceabout our proposed

heve talked with heve shown ot being teo close to Ed
they consider hla potentia competition. W this s e common could
be quite | em also efreid that if Ed cerrles out ol the servicesus.

also be limited in the to make the installation lock god.

propose that consider putting the POP tn present auditorium

wath room in the present storage

the fourth floor of Building 4. This is very nicely prepared with « tile
iliuminated erea. This is so large thet we could set the computer@ weil

very nicely end heve for people special experlmants and for
lerge claswoom. This could work out very well fer Ed Fredkin because we could

take the lock off present robbie door tn Building 4 end put it the door in
could give Ed Fredkin direct to this We couldwe

partition along the fer wall that the Machine Shop would have access to thelr
wash We could then allow Ed Fredkia, customers, to in freely

thet end this fecility. If necessary, might make « email co-educational

Konneth 4. Olean
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Stan Ofeee FROM Olsen

DATE Merch 20th, 1962

Meaynent Sandler

i think thet shevid appoint a hevee officer.
chock to be suse thet elways have « ccasisiont security plan end the? there
te @ realistic plan for closing off oli of clesing time. Right now hove
the feeling that persen hes thought out the whole system.

0 think that thie could be George Brown, John Culkian Brad Towle.
Let knew W you hove ideas this, otherwies § will just ge ahead end emign

of these peaple to the job.

e Kenneth H. Olsen
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DATE Merch 20th, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT New stenderd spacing for etch wiring.
TO Dice Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Roger Malonson
Russ Doane

We feund that United Shoe Machinery Company does not make
Inserting tool fer 0.5" centers. They can insert 1/4 wott resistors on 0,4"
centers and diodes 0.6" centers. | have made up models these
centers and have concluded thet these quite reasonable and | propose that

goto them. | think that standardize line tape which is 0.1
wide and circles which 0.45" in diameter.

f you have any idecs this let krow becavee | would like to set
these standards, in a formal way, fairly soon.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO George Geralds FROM Kennath H. Olsen

DATE hAstch 2Gih, 1962

| have sen? to you 4 samples of component clips from the Atlee Corp.
which will hold @ PO-24 tranalsturs. This Is the size which is used
for the Philcs high speed trunsistors. { would ftke to have you take efch
boord and mount these clips with the eyelets we ae planning to for the

type tronsistos and install the regular slotted eyelets for the tronsistor

Then, t would Ike to have you try nserting « transistor end bending ech
fead 90" and inserting ft through the eyelet so that it will be soldered during
dip ng.

1 think that should go chead with the program of inserting these
component clips for all transistors which not going te be placed end-on.
This will increase the quality of our unite significantly and it may speed up

transistors they will hold thenselves while they being
solderedwhether dip soldering. tn must units the etch wire
layouts would have to be modified in order to keap the eyelet from making
comuct with the clrcull and tu make @ mark te deli on.

Aties Corp. suggested @ third type component but didn't have o sample of
the unit. § would Iike to have you look eat the diuwing tu see if this is a possible
unit. Henty is elso getting nformation from several other manufacturers including

that hes a plastic holder. The plostic luider might be less expensive, but, it
might not dissipate the heat os weil a metel have room, could
have copper left behind the eyelet te help dissipate transistor heat when
wee metal eyelets.

Kenneth 4. Olsen

Dick Best
Stan Olsen
Roger Malenson
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Copy to the Reflector

DATE March 20th, 1962

TO Jack Atwood FROM Aynne Manning

Just a little reminder that copy to the Reflector Is due on

March 25th for the May Issue. As the 2th falls on Sunday this month

perhaps you can get this information off to Shirley Whitcher by Friday

or Monday at the latest.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Merch 19th, 19462
SUBJECT

Plug and installation
TO ack FROM K 1. Cleon

Cy Keadrick
Maynard Sendler
Henry Crouse
Loren Prentice
Ken Fie

We heve asked Federal Tool Company ond Boetitch Company to propose @
machine for eutematicelly instelling the Jumpers between the mole plug end the

interest. The job tekes six eight people (1 believe) the production line
end 00 is ene of mest expensive operations,

etch board on « system huliding block. They beth sold they wer interested, but,because come up with eny proposal, | em afraid thet they heve lost

Ws hove ideus fn up this Kon Fitagereld te new
work ing
be inctelid end evt off with @ crimping tool on the etch board side end o treight
wive into plug. Thiewill be dune with ths etch boerd side up ond
the gist soldering will the side of the plug thet peaple will the
finished unit end therefore % wil he sesler t make @ good locking solder joint.
2 will leo eliminate the tendency of solder to lock down info th connecter end
tt should take lees skill. Beceuse the wire will long end cosy te hendle, it ought

nstall these straight jumper from @ spec! and just twiet to break it off and
@ squethed end,

to speed up lestellation. V we fubual, wie th,yet
up te teke straight solid #20 -$22 wire and swath Wt periodically thet the girt

This ithe @ eather euty interim system but have te werk on
significant lnprovernent. Thie fully evtameted machine undoubtedly will teke @ lang
time to develeg and will be very expensive. My thought is fo buy @ taping
aechine which will cut bye wire enectly to length end teps them 0. 156° centers,
very much like the tape diodes 0.2° centers. | think could get of
the diode taping machine manulecturers te make thie machine fer ve. A of
22 taped wires would then be dropped inte the etch bourd just before It ie dip

before they brought the solder dip machine, two of the leads could be soldered
ln to held the whale works in plese.

solderd. dun'? think the ends hove te be bunt taped. dane
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After the taped wires soldered to the etch board the connecter be

42 taped wires could bo through the solver machine with the connector first
end then this drapped in the otch board. The tape will heave to gouge haw fer
the wices gu int. the efch wired board and how far they go into the socket, ft
night be possible to hove sors attractive thermosetting tape thal be left
the wives. The white gids tharmesetting tape which we we shows soil to
as the unite cre washed to remove the flux,

wire straightening device, the wire feed ond the wire cutting parts fram Eubank

the wires n the correct centers. The center of the sprocket wheel would be flat

thet the tape could be readily cut by hand into 22 unit lengths the
machine Steel could evtometically cut them into lengths.

Olen

deopped end hand with @ special jig could ve through the
The process could be reversed that thewave

much. Otherwies, we could hare tape which would just fall off os diselve

heve te make the taping unit ourselves, | think that buy=

(the company thet is making preumeticelly operated wire aripplag machine).
Those cut wires then be drapped into a large spréchet wheal anne
ond would corey the tape. Alter 22 wires ave wire could be skipped
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Oisen

DATE March 19th, 1962

Kenneth H.

When the disappears end the ground gets a little warmer, | would
ike to have fix up the mainentrance 12 again. We keep running
inte trouble because the park the lawn which planted. ! would like
to have you inquire to where might buy those concrete spacers curb
stones which people In parking lots. These usually precast concrete
with holes thet they be iifted around readily. | think they come
In about 6 foot lengths and probably weigh several hundred pounds. | would
like about 1/2 dozen of these thot we car pu? them between or lewn and
the parking lot. We might continue out to the roadway thet people
will always heve a free walking spore and won't pork there | then think:

should get top soll and prepare lewn and perhaps put additional
evergreens in. We might consider putting some white pines the building
because they grow tall and fast and could consider putting lower bushes
up close.

| would also like to have you get after the and make he finishes
the job of dressing those steps. They still look quite poor.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce John Culkins
Sten Oleen
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DATE March 1éth, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Power End Panels for Building Block Mounting Panels

TO Ben Gurley
FROM Kemeth Olsen

Ed Harwood
Al Blumenthal

The power end panel for buliding block mounting
in systems and computers Is surprisingly time consuming to make. | em thinking
of changing this that there Is only switch to do all the marginal
checking, but, this would eliminate the possibility of marginal checking -15.
if there Is any for keeping a marginal checking nds in the power end
panels, please let me know immediately and we will not take it out.

we use

Kenneth H. Olesen
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INTEROFFICE
e MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Power in Control Panels

TO George Gerelds FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE Merch 16th, 1962

| picked up @ power end cantrol panel in the Production Department

which 1 would like to have you change in the mode! and 6 few items thet |

would like to have you look into.

yesterdey and wos quite surprised to see how ft looked. thingssome

1. We shouldn't ribbon cable because they peeling the insulation
off and detracts from the looks of the unit rather than edding to it. We
should consider other ways of ticing the wires together.

2. We should depend solder lugs for grounding clrculte. The ground
wires should touch each of the solder lugs.

3. We should consider a longer eyelet thet use the double endedsolder
@ 4. We should heve @ double ended solder lug fer eech pair of capacitors.

to have the single grounding eyelets in the center.

Right now It looks very poor to have very long leads polr
cnparitors bringing tore mang tes ground, Acompromise

5. I would Itke to heve you find switches which will not need the spacing nuts
ai _a 1

6. 0 could find switches that have 6" leads instead of terminals, this would
seve quite o bit of time in wiring the units.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec jock Smith
Maynard Sandier
Cy Kendrick
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DATE march léth, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Dies fer Technical Devices Component Benders

TO Frank Kelwell FROM Keaneth H. Olsen

We ere experimenting with different component spacings and are investing
in dies for sach of the possible configurntions. We times, been ordering
dies for the two benders heve in stock and the two which have
order. Hore fe the list of dies which | would like to have order. After each
item there le asterisk for those which | belleve heve in dock, heve
en order.

1/4 watt resistor, on 0.4, 0.5%, 0.6°
glass diodes with pattem, 0.75%, 0.6°

0.4, 0.6, 0.75
1/4 watt pattem 41 side and pattern 6 on the other side,

1/2 watt restter with 1 pattem, 0.6", 0.75

Kenneth H. Olesa

ec Jack Smith
Cy Kendrick
George Gerelds

S
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 13th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Dick Best FROM Olsen

Loren Prentice
Roger Melanson

Keneth H.

| just noticed @ mode! of a module which has power transistors mounted
the sides. This Is, indeed, ugly looking module and | would have liked to

have the model before it went into production because it is a drastic
deviation from what have been doing. dosympathize
and expect that it probably necessary to do something like this.

Here some possthilities which might make It little better
1. puta thick washer under the transistor, the stud wouldn't stick out for

and look poorly and yet | think the heat transfer would still be reasonably
good.

2. if put aluminum bar Inside the handle and had it anodized with a heavy
cnat of anodizing, it would sorve the purpose of the washer mentioned in
number | and the insulating washer which using, end it would alsoore now
help distribute the hect over a larger portion of the handle

3. if we notched the board with something like the half of a 3/4" circle, we might
be able to mount the transistor in the center of the handle and make It look
more attractive.

4. put o cap nut the transistor stud It would look attractive than
the conventional hex nut. { believe there cap nuts with plastic ends which
would even look better and help insulate it. You might also find « plastic cap
that would slip the hex nut insulate it completely.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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®
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Connector for King-Size Module

DATE March 15th, 1962

Hemy Croves
FROM Keneth H. Olesn

§ would [tke to have you make Inquiry into Amphenol end maybe Methode

and longer length. & may be impracticable to make @ connector
Company to see If they have connectors like the we make now, but with

langer than we now have hermes nf the

they don't have a large in production now, | would te know approximately
what it would cost to make the tools for which would be longer than the

heave now, but with 1] pins. Because the pins 5/32" centers
this would add 1-23/30 seconds to the width of the plug-in socket. This

be just 1/3 bigger than present meunting punel und would fit In the stenderd
spacing.

Row

thet couldmake almost |.75" wider than the present which would

{ suppose while you are asking you might just as well ask them for with
2 mre Plow Which would thes tuhe the tend large sls pune! space uf 0.3/4".

might be possible to put « larger portion of @ computer on one module. Some day
will go to plugab e sub-modu es end it would be relatively convenient way

of making computer.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Dick Best
Gordon Beil
Ben Gurley
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 15th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Jon Fediman

I believe you and several others should plan to attend the PGEC
meeting on March 2ist, rom 4270 as the topic will be Japanese Electronics

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE Merch 15th, 19.52

TO
AAynard Sandler Keneth H. OlsenFROM

We have ordered 50 wooden boxes of the kind used for packing fish.
They only cost $1.75 and little rough end @ little light. We cleo hove
samples of @ much higher quality box which costs almost $5.00. | would like
to have you decide which Is the best box for us to use end then | suggest the?
you heve K Fitagerald ceder sacks like ute to hold plastic bones
eo that store large components in these boxes.

f shouldn't wee wooden boxes at all, this le @ legitimate conclusion
te eome to elso.

Olson

ec Ken Fitageraid
Frank Kolwell
doln Trebendis
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Mareh 13th, 1962

Powered Conveyer for Solder Dipping MeshineSUBJECT
TO Frank Kelwell FROM Keneth 4. Olsen

believe thet going te drop into eyelets os they
ere going inte the dip soldering meshine. n eeder to do this, | think ore
gelag to need a powered belt type conveyer feeding right late the ssldering
machine. would ilke to have you find out the price from variow
poeple for of these unite. The belt be 12
wide end the material is net at afl 10 fost leng | would suppose

be enough. A girl sheuld be able te pul her kases under th untt,
however. The height should just match the solder meshing.
expensive consider making W should be quite easy because

could wold up engle leva end extend the link choin from the
vale,

very

Olesen

Maynard Senller
Jack Saith
Cy Kendrick
Loren Prentice
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crovese FROM Olsen

DATE March 1Sth, 1962

Kenneth H.

We
@ way of adjusting the length of the stroke these units. § suggest that

using a large number of Alrmite presses. We should have

that Louis Tracy Cambridge had a stock of these, but If not they
@ commonly available part. in fact, many herdware stores carry them

has them Iisted page 991 in thelr 1961 Fall end Winter catalog, catalog
2824.

you buy 1/2" line shaft colors with set screws. t

because home craftsmen use them on their power tools. Also, Sears Roebuck

We using these Alrmites to freely thet | think should always
keep 4 or 6 units en hand. We elec should have the foot operated velves to
go with them.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Loren Prentice
Dove Shuflet
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

TO Russ Doone FROM Olsen
Dick Best
Ben Gurley

DATE March 1th, 1962

SUBJECT High Sped Gating
Kenneth H.

When we flest made the system bullding blocks, we considerad the

possibility of doing all our gating with diods tronsformer gates itke the
complimenting circuits are In the high speed fllp-flop. At the time it
looked good, but felt that cid not heve time te investigate it

high speed units.
it might be a good idea to consider It for our verynow

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 13th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Roger Melanson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Dick Best

Our salesmen have been receiving comments in the field that some of our
competition makes better quality looking units than ours. What they mean by this
is the etched wiring looks neater. They mainly mean by this that the solder looks
more shiny and the ports cre neatly in line and ot right angles. We often say this
is not important, but it might be useful to have neat looking units and It Is

definitely useful if the customers want It.

| suggest that go over our etched wired layouts to If can't
neaten them up somewhat. | am now looking over a 4209 which does have a
number of things which can be significantly improved, I believe. Looking at It
from the components side, | would like to make the following suggestions

1. There ts not enough fer the flip-flop transistors and they appear to be
too tightly packed in.

2. One of the trarsistors In the right hand flip-flop rubs against the diode lead.
The case of the transistor may be floating, but it looks very poor and circuit
wise it is not nice to have anything intermittently shorting to anything else.

3. The Jumper in the lower right hand corner, | believe, can be eliminated if
we are willing to bring one more lead out the frant of the connector terminals.

4, The row of mica capacitors, | believe, could have been made perfectly straight
and we could have allowed slightly more space between them so that they can
all be kept vertical.

5. There is a row of three 330 manufactured mica capacitors below each flip-flop
which | believe could have been kept completely in line with each other.

6. One row of 6 diodes under the left hand flip-flop are perfectly In line and |

think with a itetle work those under the right hand could have been also. |

think this Is also true with several of the rows of the IK resistors.

7. The ~15v bl-pass copaciter could be very neatly layed flat In the right hand
corner of the socket and the -3v bi-pass capacitor could be layed In the
opposite corner. If there is room for these capacitors to lay flet there will be
@ lot less Itkelihood of them being damaged.
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8. If specified oll the quorter watt resistors at 5% could then them
for all of the 1K positions and would have lees type part [n this unit.

9. All diodes end quarter resistors could be placed 0.1" center.

10. On the 4213 there is another where diode Is just about touching a
resistor lead. 1 am now looking at a packaged and Inspected unit but
there Is 20 little distance between them that | can't tell whether they are

1 think this also be relayed out that the components
are paralleled to each other and se this situation will not arise.

Kenneth H. Olsen

not.
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TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE March 13th, 1962

Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Roger Melanson
Ben Gurley
Stan Olsen
Maynard Sandler
Jack Smith
Bob Hughes

In order to make our modules better looking and to make it easier to

layout and perhaps more reliable, | propose that we accept the following standards

on the new units we build and that we relay out our presently crowded units

to these standards.

1. All top hat transistors be mounted on end in funnel shaped eyelets with a

plastic pad under the transistors. The smallest possible eyelets will be used

so that small lands are practical. Funnel eyelets are used on the soldering
side to make a good connection and on the component side to made it easier

to install the transistors. The leads are on a triangle. The emitter and the

collector are on a diameter of the case 0.100" each side of the center. The

base is on the diameter right angles to the first diameter and 0.100" from the

center. The plastic pad will be relatively thin because it is necessary to keep
the top of the transistor well away from the adjacent etched wiring. The

transistors will be purchased from the manufacturers with the leads cut to

exactly the correct length so that when they are dropped through the eyelets
they extend just under 1/16" beyond the etched board. The leads will not be

bent over but the transistors will be dropped into the eyelets just before the

units go through the dip soldering machine. Presently, installing transistors

is the longest single operation in making a module and it will be just about

eliminated by doing this.

2. I suggest that we go to 1/10 watt 5% resistors for all uses except the 750 ohm

resistor in the buffered flip-flop outputs and the 560 ohm resistor and the -3v
bleeded in any other place where we dissipate more than 0.2 watts. We might

even eliminate these 1/2 watt resistors by putting two 1/4 watt resistors in

parallel. | suggest that we mount these from now on on 0.50" centers. If

we need 1/2 watt resistors we will leave those on 0.75" centers.

3. | suggest that all glass dials be mounted on 0.60" centers and they all have the

relief strain on them.
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I suggest that lines normally be run on 0.10" centers and that diodes and
resistors be mounted on 0.1" centers.

5. If we get crowded or want to make a better looking unit, we could consider
the Mucon ceramic capacitors which are made the same size as quarter watt
resistors and diodes. This would make a very nice looking layout. We use
this brand capacitor on the TX-2 Computer and life experience would be
available there.

6. The maximum diameter of the low frequency transistors is 0.370". We should
try to obtain pads which are slightly larger than that so that the transistor cases
cannot touch each other. If we mounted these on 0.400 centers there would be
approximately 1/32" between the transistors.

7. We should also standardize on a jumper. If we ran blank wires through our
component bender, we would then have jumpers made to fit. Right now,
jumpers cost more than components because the girls band them to size. We
will put all our diodes and capacitors through the bender because it makes
a neater job and because it will eliminate the need for cutting the wires after
they are bent in place.

8. I think that we should allow 1/10" watt resistors and diodes to be placed on top
of each other. When more than two are put on the top or bottom, | think they
should cover the bottom ones with a plastic case. We could also allow one mica
capacitor to straddle one or two resistors. Two capacitors could straddle one
resistor. Two capacitors cannot straddle two resistors because two resistors
have to be staggered and there is not enough room over the insulated portion of
the resistors.

9. | suggest that on units such as the 4209 where there is a 1K resistor on many
of the inputs tied to -3 that we put these IK resistors between the jumper
wires that go from the plug to the etch wire board and then go over to a line
with -3 which is underneath the connector.

| realize that this is going to mean that for a while we are stocking components
with two different mounting dimensions, but, | think it is important and many of the
units should be relayed out anyway to make them neater and to make the new
transistor mounts.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 13th, 1962
SUBJECT polystyrene Foam Packaging
TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| suggest that you send an empty power supply, an old reject mounting
panel and some blank or junk plug-in units to the man in New Jersey who does
the foam packaging. This way he can come up with suggestions without
visiting us.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 13th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H, Olsen

Bob Hughes

1 think we will go ahead with Inserting our top hat type transistors
directly in etch board. Will you initiate an inquiry to the manufacturers
as to the price for cutting the leads to size. | feel that the leads should be
0. 187" in length. This is 3/16, but | think we should specify it in decimal
numbers because the length is critical. The pad is 0.075" high and the board
is 0.062. This leaves about 0.050" protruding out the other side which Is
less than 1/16" we normally allow. The funnel shaped eyelet will protrude
approximately 1/32", | believe.

| would guess that this Is the length the transistors are normally cut to
when they are Inserted into transistor sockets such as are used for radios. |

believe these pre-cut transistors will be a lot easier to handle and to test.
With experience, we can tell whether It Is desirable to pre-tin them or not.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March lth, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Bob Hughes

In our modules where we use ceramic disc capacitors for bl-passing
-3 and -15, they seem to be quite adequate hecmuse if we missed one or two
we would never know the difference. | would feel better if we had a more
reliable locking capacitor for those circuits where the capacitors are really
critical. { think Bob Hughes should Investigate this and he might spend time
at the IRE show looking into it.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Labeling Library Books

DATE March 13th, 1962

Judy Ebner FROM Kenneth H, Olsen

| have a number of company library books at home which | plan to keep
indefinitely because | am probably the only one who uses them. However, |

find that they are not well marked with the company name and there is a
danger, over a long period of time, that the company may never get them back
at all. This might happen with other people also so | suggest that we start
marking our books a little more thoroughly.

I think it would be a good Idea to put a fairly large rubber stamp on
the top edge of each book and then inside the front cover, inside the back
cover and also on page 100. think that some of our earlier books had this
procedure but apparently it got lost in time.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE March Ith, 1962

When first designed plug-in units careful to make the
enough so that would not hove problems in assembling items.

6 think have gone too far however In the width of our plugin unit board
They are exceedingly slopy and the board a full 1/16" nside the handle.
This does not look Iike @ quality unit, now thet
with @ die they should

punching the boerd out
the each time. The handles, of course, shouldelways some because they are bent on the same tol.

§ suggest that we redo the die which punches out the boards so that they
out with very little clecrance.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce Henry Crouse
Roger Malenson
Dick Best

@
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Dick Mills FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE March 13th, 1962

that she hadMrs. Dorothy Mason of Maynard called to tell
Property that we might be Interested In. it Is a 90 acre farm which is mostlyinMaynard in Stow It now hes @ lending strip on it andbut Is also slightly

you would telephone her find ow more of the details of this. The land Is

therefore it [s quite level. I told her that when you retumed from Chicago
zoned for residential but she hes heard that It could changed Ifther @ reasonable Industry thet was Interested.

Her telephone number If TWincoks 7-8058 and because she works she
Is not home until after 530 p.m. During the day she may be reached at
Emerson 9-9630, Extension 234,

Kenneth H. Olsen

ces Stan Olsen
Herlan Anderson
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DATE March 13th, 1962

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Bullding Block Label Adhering Machine
TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ken Fitzgerald
Dave Shuflat

One bit of automation need ts o device to adhere the labels
the back of building blocks. § don't belleve this machine will spsed production
by a large factor at all, but | do feel It probably will make the labels
adhere much securely and It might help position the labels The girl

where to put the label and then sticks It by hand, but to be adhered
well it really should de done with pressure It a natural place for
alr cylinder. This device might be very simple and might [ust be a pneumatic

might locate the label and then have the girl spray it with aerosol bomb to
ectivate the glue.

device with pins to locate the handle and guide to locate the label. it

We probably should look into labels which are pressure sensitive and do
not need any activating liquid. This would make it easier for some of our
customers who would like to replace our labels with their own.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 13th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Bob Hughes

I believe that we are soon going to be Installing our transistors, the top
het variety, right into the etch bourds through eyelets. Will you check with
the manufacturers to see if they will cut the leads to size for us. This | think
is normally done because radio manufacturers who put transistors Into sockets,
surely don't cut thelr own leads by hand. When we do this we would like all
the leads to be cut the same length and they would be cut quite short. This

that would need new jigs for testing but it also that the [igs
would be easier to make.

When we drop the transistors in we can do this Just before they go through
the dip solder machine and It would save the very lengthly operation of Installing
them later. Right now installing transistors is the most expensive operation we
have of making modules. in addition, the top hat type transistors are exceedingly
homely when mounted like we do now.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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SUBJECT
DATE arch 6th, 1962

Transistor

Henry Crouse
FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We have had number of people criticize modules because ellow
eur transistors to dangle from thelr leads. Even though it may not be critical,

are, of course, interested In satisfying the customers desires. For the

experiment inmounting Inte the etched boards. This will make

this. Several people make clips but must uf them metal and used to
help dissipate the hout. The result is that they rather expensive. We
might have molded out of plastic that would be quite Inexpensive.

Augot Bros, In Attleboro make clips of this type. Thelr model 6015-5
supposedly holde this type Fading hag te 7 conte If mada mt stool
end 12 cents each If mode out of brilliant copper inquantities
ebove. Other manufacturers are Atles EE, Bitcher and International Company.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce Dick Best
Ben Gurley
Stan Olsen

TO

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION - MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

trunsisiuss of the type buy from Texas Instrument | think we

very simple mounting and will also give clearance. However, the
Philco type transistors which are long and do not lend themselves to
standing end and t would Itke to have you look into clips that would do



TO

INTEROFFICE
e MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE prarch 6th, 1962

Hughes
FROM

Keneth H. Olsen

{ received @ tcleghane coll from the purchasing agent of Minneapolis
Meneywoll in Seattle, Washington. He war exresdingly unhappy benmes 71 of
the 22 unite just sent them felled to pase Inspection.

Bob Young, one of thelr dasign engineers, lee the phone end
Hamiged the fnifowing probiome,

1.

3. Teansiater leads were cut after they
were cut

pulled
2. The

soldered end were he
solder joints.

5. Our standards book says thet components should be withia 1/32 of the bourd
but they hove units in which the components @ iéth ewey from the board.

6. Some af the components hed the leads bert right the component body.
7. Some of the wires get watted with the solder where they entered the

4. When the transietertoads cut, they oho cut part of the eyelet ewey.

We say that bulidiag equipment to standards book end cught
to do thet way.

They offered to fix the units themselves they did before end chasge $6.00
per hour for the labor. They hove offered to keep careful records and to heve oli the
work verified by the | told them to skip the red tape end
get the work dune and will take thols werd fer

Seen cloles thet starting to lose orders because CCC and Naveor units
lock better then ours. We have th beet quality componente and bey fer the beet
ciecult design, but, elo have te have these things good mechanically
thet le what most people

We ate shipping enether 100 unite te them this week. | would tike thet 10
unite to be eapecielly inspected for efi points end then we would lke to how
many of thun ere reject,

Keneth i, Olsen

ces Stan Olsen, JimMyon, Dich Bet, Maynard Seadier and Cy Kendrick
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE Merch Sth, 1962

TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Harlan Anderson

Irving Berg from Maynard Industries called on Friday, March 2nd and
requested that we assign one man to take care of all our relations with
Maynard industries. Right now he talks to different people for different
things and sometimes gets different answers. | think we should assign this
tatk to George Brown or John Culkins. What do you think?

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Herien Anderson FROM Olsen

DATE fAanch aad, 1962

Jack Atwood

Gordon bell
Dick Beet
Jack Grown
don Fodinan
Ben Gurley
Dick
Stan Olsen
Maynard Sendier
Sob Sevell

The next Profesar Forrester mveting will bo held Merch | th,
4200 ta &GG p.m. in my office.

Kindly mark your calender accordingly.

Kenneth H. Oleen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE March 2nd, 1962
SUBJECT

George Brown
Cy Kendricks
Dave Shufiat

TO FROM
doha Culkins Keneth H. Olsen

Sometime ago we ordered o set of crimping plyers,
from ideal Company. These ore o very convenient way fur making connections

find them now after the move.

insulators

for any wiring we want to du ourselves This is particularly true for any machine
that want to wire up. I think that each of you should get o set of thess plyersend a box of Insulators and bushings that you have them hand when you need
to do wiring. At one time, they in the

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE March Ist, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Several people from Concord Control will come to visit us on Friday,
March 2nd at 9:00 a.m. If you are here we would like to have you meet with
us, otherwise, | will take care of it myself.

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION « MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE arch Ist, 1962

TO FROM
Herlan Anderson Kenneth H. Olsen

Frank Ervin called Thursday, March Ist to ask the status of proposal
in giving them a computer. | told him whet ideas the Board of Directors had and
that hadn't really gotten to think too much about the problem yet, but, suggested
that get together to If could clarify of thinking. He Is all for
this and wouldd like to get together with of their people. | told him that |

would cali him Monday, March Sth to let him know If you and I stop in to
him of the three days will be going into town. In addition, | suggested

thet he hove his people out here because this will take than session
and would iike to have them ge? to know better.

He asked If the looking for would be a programmer type. | seld
he would be of engineer who would develop a competence in the whole
general Field rather than specifically a programmer. look overshould
the Harvard Business School applicants and pick out an engineer there who might
be interested. Perhaps one of those who wrote the report on medical electronics
might be a good possibility.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec: Ben Gurley
Gordon Bell

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



S eINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
23th» 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROMBob Hughes Kenneth H. Olsen

Allen Bradley resistors to i/4 watt, As have time, will consider

regularly and which dissipates too much power for this sixe. Those resistors
1.5K, and

would be sale in onuming be changed rather easily.

{ think thet the Qual Contrel department should print up « sheet

necessary. Ve should also draw @ line through the list of 1.5K saying thet all

Kenneth 4. Oleen

ec Dick Best
Roger Malanson
Maynard Sandier
John Trebendis

Dick Beet and | have decided that thould slowly of

parts list and change those resistors that ore reasonable te 1/4 watt and then
production will use thet size from then on. This upright becewe
the 4204 needs 1/4 watt in order to make @ decent layout and it will vp

end tryto fle board. in eddition,
the 1/4 wott will make « attractive locking unit. The 750 ohm resister
wili be stocked only in 1/2 watt this is cmponent knowis used

e
thelr dissipation is within reasonable limite end so t think thet all of those above

Some of the emalier velves can alo be changed rather easilyknowthat ne large curents are used ia our circuits. However, we heve
engineer glance through each schematic before change the parte list.

the uses of Alien Bradley resisters end making @ chart of the commonlywed sixes thot will be stocked ond showing whot tolerances they will be We
will stock 10% tolerance of those values where more critical to erance is not

values highes then this cen be of 1/4 watt if they heve than
them. We drew @ line alse in the lower velues saying thet any

resistor with lees then @ certain value of urrent 1/4 wattcen be

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Februcry 28th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROM

John Culkins Kenneth H. Olsen
George Brown
Maynard Sandler
Stan Olsen
Bob Lassen
Henry Crovse

we have decided to break down the responsibility for normal maintenance into

will take core of Bullding 5. This means that John Culkine will continue as he
has and hopefully os he fills in his staff, he will be eble to do other things.
George will continue being responsible for ail the services in Building 5 which
includes working out problems with Raytheon, keeping the snow plowed and
shoveled, painting, construction and maintaining janitorial services. tom

Maynard Sandler who will be the sanfor manager

John Culkine will keep his present staff and George will have te start

the rented laborers ond he may borrow, far specific obs, help from
John Culkins men. We should consider hiring women to heip out with
of the activities. She could take cere of all the ladies rooms and maybe keep
eating areas clean. One woman could probably do this for oli the butidings.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Because of the very large end the wide separation of our plont now,

two John Culkins will take of Buildings 12, 3 and 4 end George Brown

sure thet other duties will be added as time goes on. He will

from scratch in hiring janitors. Until he hires stoff, he can continue to

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



e ?
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Februcry 28th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROMDick Best Kenneth H. Olsen

monthly financial report. Andy ond | are not in @ position to give a good

In Company Sponsored Research. The next meeting is March éth In Boston.

Sponsored Research probably shouldn't have been there. For example, Fleld
Maintenance is hardly Company Sponsored Research. | suggest that you go

of Directors meeting you ore confident enough about the list to be willing to

Kenneth H. Olsen

cc: Ben Gurley
Dick Mills

At monthly Board of Directors meeting Andy and fare usually quizzed
about the items which listed under Company Sponsored Research in ow

explantton for thes items and would like to have you and/or Ben
in to of the Board of Directors meetings to explain what are doing

Part of the that of the Items Included In the Compony

he list with Dick Mills to be sure that when you do to the Boardovert

explain the items and what their fture the company.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



@INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 28th, 1942

SUBJECT
TO FROM

Ben Gurley Kenneth H. Olsen
Herlen Anderson

t received a telephone call on Tuesday, February 27th from Jim McDonnock
of Concord Control. About a year ago they were bought out by Vertex Corp. In
Tulsa, Oklahoma, who lately have been bought out by Dorset Electronics in
Norman, Oklahoma. Vertex has been building aircraft simulators of a very
simple type and now are Interested in sophisticated digital types. Digital Is
the latest word In the Alr Force and It Is the only kind they are Interested In.

Vertex turned down a bid on the C15 last month, but, next month there
Is going to be bids open on the C141 and later in the year two more airplanes.
They weren't very much Interested in this and because Concord Control is
closer to the source of aerodynamics information, computer information and
programming Concord Control will probably take the responsibility. They are
interested in a team member to take part in this activity and | told him we

were limited in our time right now.
would be very interested in talking with them, although | told him that we

Kenneth H. Olsen
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o oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMHE

DATE
Februory 27th, 1962

SUBJECT Automatic Etching Machines
TO FROM Kenneth H. Olsendock Smith

Loren Prentice

We need improved way of etching printed clecult boards In order to
Increase our production capabilities, but, even more i in improve

solution too long.

Most machine for etching is splasher where the boards held

solution against the board, This Is a very simple process, but, it has very low
production rate beceuse It only holds those boards that be held in plane.

Another way would be to develop a machine like automatic dishwasher
where the boards put through a continuous process and the etching solution
ts sprayed the boards and then the boards washed, rinsed The
construction of a machine like this is difficult because of the very corrosive nature
of ferric chloride. it is also dificult because of the very leng time the boards.
have to stay in contact with the etching solution.

t might be possible te ultrasonic cleaning tank for etching. The

centrifugal fon and then rotate this rack In a large shallow polyethylene drum
of ferric chloride. The rack could be spot welded out of sheet steel and wire
and coated with polyvinyl chloride.

would be desirable to wash and tinse the boards In the same tank so that
ferric chloride will be splashed around the One way to do this would be

to pump the ferric chloride In and out of the tank and then go through several
washings with clear water or detergent.

Purnps are available thot can tolerate corrosive iiquids but ft might be best
to avold them altogether. One way to do this would be to lift and lower the supply
tank relative to the etching or visaverse. The valving can be done by squeezing
rubber or plastic tubing with on ole cylinder.

mounted the etching tank @ fork holst and heve the ferric chicride
supply tanks slightly higher. When the etching tank is in its highest position gravity

the quality of our boards. it le poor to leave the boards in the ferric chieride

in a plane side of @ tank and the rotary paddle wheel splashes the etching

tonk could be coated with polyvinyl! chloride and the boards might etch fost
thet afford to put very small batches through It. Another approach would
be to arrange the boards In a circular rack, much like the blades In a

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
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could then empty the tank. tn elther case, fresh water could be entered inte
the tenk and waste water dreined into the sewer. The drein in the bottem of the
etching tank would heve to go through @ Y joint end then into two squeeze type
valves. One velve would enter into the etching storage tank and the other lato

fur the huss be lifted from the end inte the cardboard container.
the Sawer . When one wents to empty the supply tank inte the cardboard conteiners

Lifting the etching tenk instead of the supply tenk has the interesting
edvuntays thet the re.k be mounted ty & fled tulating thefl ead the tank
up

The company thet supplies etching solution probably hes much better

Wa shuld get nif the Information possthis and alien ask them if they heve any
suggest lune 1, suppliers af etching machines. believe they, of time, suid
thut optimum eichiay temperature Fahrenheit. This would be « very
lmpustunt number tu Lauw und elas it weld heww whet tulera68
there ere in this temperature.

informetion on optimum etching conditions then they hed when fleet started.

Kenneth 4. Olson

ec Ken FitzGerald
Ma,nued
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT
TO Jack Brown FROM

Loren Prentice

February 27th, 1962

Kenneth H. Olsen

I think that we should obtain a special screw like the Bristo or the
fluted head cap screw made by Set Screw Manufacturing Company in
Bartlett, Illinois to tighten down our tape units so that It will be almost
impossible for people to swing open the tape deck. In addition, | think
we should immediately prepare little labels which say that it Is not
necessary to open the tape deck and that it has been permanently closed.
We could also put a liquid locking compound on the screw threads so that
the screw would not open.

| would like to see a temporary, tentative and even dittoed maintenance
manual on the tape system. think this is vitally important and we have to
get it out right away. think we could assign one day in which the tape
group sits down and dictates all they con.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMce

DATE
SUBJECT February 27th, 1962

TO FROM
George Brown Kenneth H. Olsen
Maynard Sandler

| received a telephone call from Mr. Bill Roderick of Raytheon on
Tuesday morning ct 9:30 a.m. There a number of worked
out with Raytheon and we have fo get along well together end so he called
first to ask who they should work with directly and | suggested George Brown
was the man. | also suggested that if there continues to be any misunderstandings
he call me directly so that we can take care of it.

The paging wos on very loud last week and this disturbed thelr people.
| told him that | hoped that it turned down | did promise that it would
not be loud after this.

Parking on the ramp Is a severe problem and they felt that It all our
fault and | told him we were sure it was the Raytheon people. | suggested that
their work with George Br:wn and find out who Is parking there and take
care of the problem because we have to have the whole area free for receiving.
We should have a ist of our license numbers over there, plus perhaps the
numbers of the people on the floor above. We also should make sure that our
carpeaters and other suppliers don't tie up that ramp.

Snow removal was, of course, a problem for them. | told him that we
would take the responsibility of plowing the parking lot and the ramp. There
Is now snow pushed up in front of the Raytheon ramp but they will have that
taken care of. The next storm after this we will have to take responsibility
for the ramp and for the parking lot. They offered to pay for part of this but
I told them that to simplify things we would take care of it. in addition, they
will have Mr. Berilone plow the driveway up to the temporary metal buildings
alongside the parking lot.

1 mentioned the fact that they had a lot of equipment piled up In the
common receiving area. He said that he would try tojtake care of that but
didn't promise that It would happen very quickly.

Above all | want to remind George be that the plowing Is
taken care of after the next snow storm,

Kenneth H. Olsen

be
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@INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 26th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO

Harlan Anderson
FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Dick Mills

i received a telephone call from General Doriot on Friday afternoon,
February 23rd. He may have been hinting that we get the note out to him
that he asked for about the statistics on DEC. However what we discussed
was a suggestion for my talk at the AR&D stockholders meeting.

He sald that the Dun & Bradstreet report on DEC list our sales volume
for 1959 at 1.5 milllon, for 1960 1.0 million and for 1961 2.0 million. He
suggested at this stockholders meeting that | could announce, for the first
time tn history, what the actual sales volume of DEC was for these years. He
could have suggested that | tell them what the profit was saying that they could
figure it out anyway. He said thet we should not predict what the sales would
be for 1962, although by that time we should be able to tell fairly close.

| asked him to send a copy of the Dun & Bradstreet report to us 60 that
we can analyze It and then send in a correction to them. | would like to hear
your reaction to my giving this very dramatic announcement at the meeting.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 26th, 1962

SUBJECT Electronic Design
TO FROM

Ruth Alving Aynne Manning

With reference to the attached literature, Ken Olsen would like you
to see that all the engineers subscribe to this "free" publication.

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



eINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 22nd, 1962
SUBJECT AC Power Distribution for PDP-4,
TO Gordon Bell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

I believe that the power distribution we are now using on PDP-1 fs an
improvement over what we had before but | doubt that it is a particularly
wise device. One thing you might consider Is making a special panel with
@ number of groups of tapered tabs which is mounted adjacent to the power
control panel and which is used to distribute AC power. There are so few
wires radiating out from this that It probably makes the chanel on the top of
the PDP-1 unnecessary for the PDP-1 and much less necessary for the PDP-4,

Kenneth H. Olsen

DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS



Kenneth H. Olsen February 22nd, 1962

DEC MARK § FOR AUTOMATIC MODULE TEST

This tester consists of two units. The switching unit automatically sequences up
to 16 different DC tests. The second part of the tester consists of the meter type relays
which make the go-no-go decision on each test. These meters are connected so that
they have to make contact to meet the go condition. On tests where there are two
both high and low limits this means that two meters are necessary, but, it is fail safe
because lack of contact Is the same as no~go.

The switching unit consists of a stepping relay which sequences through the tests.
Each step in the stepping relay selects one hermetically sealed reed relay which connects
the point being measured to the appropriate meter. The common side of these reed relays
are tied into two groups; the odd number steps are tied to pin 61 on the plug board and
the even ones are tied to pin 62. Two different types of tests can be run on alternate
steps. For example, on the odd steps inverter saturation voltage can be measured and on
the even steps inverter leakage current could be measured.

Because only two types of tests can be run at one time, several passes will have
to be made on most modules. For example, cn a diode unit, inverter saturation voltage
and inverter leakage would be tested on the first pass. The second pass would test load
resistor short circuit current and load resistor open circuit voltage. The third test would
test diode leakage. When only one test is desired, such as diode leakage, pin 61 and 62
can be tied together to the leakage meter and up to 16 diodes can be tested in one test,

There is a diode tied to the odd numbered terminals on the stepping relay which
actuates relay K23. This in turn closes reed relay K21 on odd steps and K22 on the even
steps which means that on odd steps pin 79 Is tied to pin 77 and on even steps it is tied to
pin 78. This is used to supply the input signal voltage to the modules.

When testing inverters all the inputs ore tied to pin 79 and minus 2.5 volts is tied
to pin 77 and minus 0.3 is tied to pin 78. This way inverters are turned on for the
saturation test and turned off for the leakage test.

When testing flip-flops plus 4 volts is tied to pin 79 and the direct set of all flip~
flops are tied to pin 77 and th? direct cleas to pin 78. This way the condition of each
flip-flop is known for each fest.

The common terminal on the meter relay is grounded and one of the switch terminals
is returned to the plug board where it is patched over to 83 if it is used for odd numbered
tests and 84 if it is to be used for even tests. If the meter is in the go position there will
be contact through ground and K17 will be activated. K17 is a standard single pole high
impedance relay which was selected to draw very little current through the meter relay



contacts. However, 15 volts is not quite high enough to actuate the meter so it has
been reworked by adjusting the centects and relieving tue spring pressure so that It
readily closes on 15 volts. If two meters are needed for a test they are placed in
series so that both have to make contact in order to actuate K 17.

When less than 16 tests are needed a patch cord is connected from pin 77 to
appropriate pin between 63 and 76. When the stepping relay reaches that point K18
closes and holds and tums on the O.K. lamp.

K20 is a synchronous motor driven cam which actuates a micro-switch. By
changing gears the speed of the test can be controlled. Because of a large number of
steps it is best fo run as fast as possible.

The start push button {s a single pole double throw switch which removes power
from the stepping coil of the step relay and switches It to the reset relay. This button
has to be held down long enough to completely reset the stepping relay.

The power switch is a 3 position switch in which the upper position has a spring

used to override the reject relay K17 so that one can proceed past the first reject
point to see if there are any other reject tests in that plug-in unit.

return. The bottom position is off. The middle position is on. The top position is

The test data sheets are going to be replaced with a test data card for those units
which are automatically tested. There will be a paragraph describing each test and a
place where a hole will be punched when the test Is O.K. If any test fails, there will
also be a reject hole punched. This is sc: that the operator cannot override the test and
then forget that he has done so. The reject punch is operated from error relay K17 and
the O.K. punch is operated from K18. Different punches are used for different tests
and this is selected in the plug board.

The solenoid which operates the punch is made to operate from 12 volts. Because
it is very small and would normally have very little power It Is operated from 150 volts
through a large capacitor and the impulse is great enough to readily punch the card.

Two pins on the plug board are included for most of the module socket contacts
so that where several had to be jumpered together it can be readily done with taper
pins.

#f#
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February ale, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Dick Soo FROM Kenneth

Rouge Pras
Ben Gurley
Jack Smith
Sten Olsen
Bob Hughes

i heave asked Gessge Garelds fo experiment with direct insertion of
Texee imstrenent type directly Into our ah! 4 tarde withtad the
slotted tugs using. This hes severel lt looks neeter

te ices danger of shorting to the tuighboting plugin unit.

Geusge hus semples uf tha
the translator off the buard @ little bit and keeps solder from leaking upoh, ing ]ded bork | ee fe thi fe ts

The dismivantaye ls thts type muting fe the difficult, of aliteagduag the

not drill the lead hole through the fond but drili it some distance

make an ineuloted | that slips Philce type! tht i ait rit he p melee muuntlag

addition, | shocking into clips thet tem be cemented the etch board that
would hold Philco type transistors in place. 1 think this will satisfy these people
who woerled abut wr dangling trensistors and " the trevsieters mechanicallyheldplace, wight speed up the instullation of thls type transistor.

Mi wt the
welded suhensembites, The auembly thinking of to start with, fs inverter

output, Thie module then todd he used fre making epactel inverter networl.s und

than the it tukas approximately the eree end I believe there

claimed they give teration protection, This type mounting definitely
would be less nncagtible to shock than present method,

thers fn nits way this hnwever ani ta
from

the land. Then there la a short lenyth of lead on the copper side of the bourd.
This means that when is removing @ transistor he the leads,

up and will from the copper lend.

insulates thelr leeds.
end will peshape even make & easier for the girls to inatall the transistors. in

4

with tts two veolbor: end capacitor the input and @ clamp loud resistor the
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ter lew speed With this module might be able tu
tow wed plugin

Kenneth 4. Olen
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SUBJECT New Cash Flow

dec
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 2ist, 1962

TO Dick Mills FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We have been hiring a large number of people lately and we have
a number of outstanding requisitions. | suggest that you carefully take this
into account as you carry out your cash flow.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
de

February 2\st, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We are now looking into making welded modules. In order to be practical
It is necessary that the wire leads be made out of some metal with lower thermal
conductivity than copper. | understand that manufacturers are now making their
components with Dumet. Our diodes and transistors are already made with leads
of this metal. | would like to have you check into the availability of Allen
Bradley 1/4 watt 5% resistors with Dumet leads and El Menco mica capacitors.
We would be interested in the smallest mica capacitors available in 680 MFD
size. The resistor sizes we are particularly interested in are 1.5K, 3.0K and 68K.

If they are avatlable, | would IIke to have a few dozen samples of these
resistors and capacitors. We don't care about the electrical size but they should
be approximately the mechanical size that would be normally available.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 21st, 1962
SUBJECT 3,000 Cycle Power Supplies
TO FROMDick Best Kenneth H. Olsen

A long time ago, Reliance Electric Company asked us if we were interested
in 3,000 cycle generator to be used in high frequency power supplies for our
computer. We said we were and they loaned us a generator but we never did
anything as far as developing a power supply. They are much more persistent
than we are and they offered to design the power supply and give us two sets
on the condition that we check them out and Install one set in a computer.
We agreed to do this and they are about to deliver the power supplies. Supposedly
they were shi pped last week. It seems to me that Daniel Wardimon is the obvious
man to check these out. Would it be possible for you to assign him to this task
when they come in within the next few days.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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MEMORANDUM

DATE February 20th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

On the far end of Building 5, near the entrance, there Is a section of

rail fastened to the celling, which at one time was used for a hoist. if we want

to have a holst in the area where we assemble computer racks, we perhaps

should move this ral. § think It is complete with trolley but without the

holst.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT February 20th, 1962

Hewles, Holz end Willerd
Marian Anderson

FROM
Kenneth H. Olsen

Ben Gurley
Stan Olsen
Meynerd Sandler
Gordon Beil

TO

On Friday moming, February ith, | visited by the partnership of Hewes,
Holz ond Willerd. They are « team of people from the Registrer's office at M.I.T.
who heve joined together mn a part tine basis, te do computer consulting, They
hove heen, suppnesdly, quite succsssful in matonmating the work nf the Registrar
ot M.1.T. and they have formed consulting parnenhip to sell their services
to other people. They doing this consulting a part time bosis end with the
blessing of M.1.7.

Some of theie work of M.1.1T. wos the E.F.L. (Educetional Facility)
which storted by the Ferd Foundetion, Optimizing clas organization le apperently
@ problem which is a netural for computers. Most schools of feel that they
haven't had the money to do this even though the results of optimizing may
significent savings.

Cae of their consulting jobs with Ceriton University ia Ottawa, Canada.
This schoo! has 7,000 students. tt largely @ feasibility study end | don'? think
they have to any fer

Mr, Robert €. Hewes lt the Registrar of M.1.T. end Mr. Robert Holz ts the
Anistera Registrar. Richard Willerd is also part of the staff. Their partnership
oddress is P. . Box 112, Massachusetts.

have idee how competent these people are, but the
working is very much like the mailing list and customer list problem which the
Seles Departesent hes to develop like the inventory problem which Maynerd Sendier
hes. | suggested that they try to sell their services to Sten and Maynard.

ore

Kenneth H. Olsen
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DATE

February 20th, 1942

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Potting Pulse Transformers and other Assembly.
TO FROM

cemeth H. OlsenDick Bost
Bob Hughes
Russ Doane
Jack Smith

We have elways stayed clear of the conventional way of mounting potted
assemblies into etch boards where the rigidly mounted pin simply protrudes through
the copper end mechanically held in by the solder. still definitely
against this but | belleve that there Is a compromise which might heve all the
advantages of the simplicity of this method of mounting without the donger of
breaking the solder joint. This is simply to very flexible pins with perhaps
@ smalier diameter then bend them Over on the etch wiring Ite We now do
with ow diodes and other components. This way will end up with a much

by piling solder top of It and clso gain significantly mechanical strength.
When Sprague copled plug-in units they introduced @ number of ideas which

design might have ideas which could Maybe should tuke
of their pulse tranafurmers off the sample plug-in units have and how is Is
anembled. it appears that they make a header out of glass board powr

more teadily Inepecied sulder folaa becuse It Is difficult to cover @ flux jointa flux

only showed lack of experience thelr part. However, their pulse traneforner

resia on top of Ht. They then thn the pulses traunsfurmer on @ sanding dle su that
It louks attractive. We might slip our present transforme leads infu a
header which would then end for all keep the leads orientated. Thismay not
take much time than we now take putting them peper clips. Petting them
in resin could be fast if we were set up for It. could be done a continuous
busts if we started off with dey pelle? type epuny.

The Sprague pulse trenefurmes were square which means thet they were
somewhat wasteful In area, They of courte did this in order to make the trimming
we the easter. ff had way of holding header could do
our trimming on a semiautomatic lathe end end up with @ good lacking round
huniuriner.

We might aleo heve a form molded in round shope with pre~drilied holes in
the base thot we just filled with resin and would take no further trimming except
possibly touching the top a sanding disc,

For molding, always wants @ very free flowing liquid thet would fill olf
the tiniest of crevices. This type compound is evalleble and it inded does flow
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freely but 2 ts going to be difficult to keep ft from fiowing out through the holes

is important thet there be resin coming down the leeds.

The material should be tolerant in @ very high temperuture to that
strip right up to the case. may have to go to some

type vtripping end tinting

circuits to go nto present modules.

drill for the leads. We will want to tend the leads right up to the case end 80 It

fom interested in this proces because we may want fo make assemblies of

Keneth H. Olsen
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MEMORANDUM

DATE february 20th, 1952

SUBJECT
TO Jack Smith FROM Kenneth MH. Olsen

Ed Harwood
Al Blumenthal
Dick Whipple
dee Gill

ft decided sometime ago and | though? everyone in agreement thet
would keep all systems ond omputers on skids of oll times. ft terrifies

to technicians running with olmost completed computer on or rough
floors. We have too much invested In these machines to allow o caster te be
knocked off,

The polley te that all systems will be kept skids and will be moved
with fork trucks. thare Is @ why this policy is not practicel, please
let know ond will modify lt.

Kenneth 4. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February iéth, 162
SUBJECT

move te Buliding {,
Bleckbeard notes meeting in Ken Olsen's office on Februsry 15th conceming

Kenneth MH. OlesenTO Maynard Sandler FROM
deck Smith
Cy Kendrick
George Brown
Loren Prentice
Bob Hughus

Ti W

Mounting for draws. (George) 2/16/62
2. Potnt benches. (George) 2/21/52 (Viednesday)
3. Air lines. (Geenge & Loren) 2/21/42 (Viednesday)
4. Assembly of rocks for dockroem. (Jack) Monday
5. Power for Ade-wave. (Jack) 2/21/42 (Wednesday)
é. Voter coolers. (Geurge ~ fastest)
7. Power for tet stetions (Bob H.) /2/62 (Thuredey)

Coot Rack. (Cy)
Coffee.

10. Time clocks.il, tubes. (7)
Move to Building 5

Stock room.
2. Final tester.
3. Solder dip.
4. Sith sereeniag.

6. Power suply emembly.
7. Anonbly group (modules).

Anenbly group (wiring).
9. Bulk sterage.
id. Test Headquarters.

Order fice doer. (Laven)
12. Exheuet fens. (Loren)

Move

3 Friday deytine Olsen

$ Anytine (Seturdey) ig Power int.iP Completely moved by Friday
2 Thuraday night

Kenneth H.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT

February 14th, 1962

TO Bob Hughes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

In looking over the test data sheets | have not been able to figure
out why we measure leakage in the 4218 and why we measure short circuit
current on the set Input of the 4209. Could you give me a ring sometime
and let me know why this is.

Do we have any way of testing the inverters on the 4209 and the 1209?

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

@ DATE February 14th, 1962
SUBJECT Request for AMP Samples
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Here are a list of AMP products which | would like to have 10
or so samples of if you can arrange It.

1, 110 Series Faston Tab #40966

2. 110 Series Faston Tab Insulation Support Receptacle 42294-1

3. Tab Receptacle #41086

In addition | would like one or two samples of the AMP test
probe receptacle for printed circuit boards. | can find no model number
in the catalog for this,

Kenneth H. Olsen
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4 MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ben Gurley

DATE February 14th, 1962

Mr. Robert Hughes who Is on the administrative staff of MIT
Is coming out to visit us on Friday, February 16th, at 9230 a.m. He
Is part of a group of fellows who are trying to sell computing programming
services as a separate company. | think their main interest Is in developing
some attitude as to what price they should sell their services. He Is also
Interested, | would guess, In trying to sell services to us. We, of course,
are Interested in having all consultants know about our machine.

I will meet with them and talk for a while and If there is reason for
you people to get in on It, | will give you a call.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICEMEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE February 14th, 1962

TO Jack Smith FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Sometime ago | ordered male tabs for use In our power supply so they
could be Interconnected with the amp tab connectors. | assume that we
are assembling our power supplies for these units now and | would like to
remind you to make these an inventory item so they automatically get
ordered.

1 would also suggest that you look at catalogs to pick out a large
storage box for a big inventory Item. | think they are called wire baskets
because they are made of slats and held together with wire. They also
have special racks for holding these. Many of the Items we could put on
skids but we couldn't stack them then. Maybe we should look at racks
that would hold our palettes because this might be easier and cheaper.

| asked the Drafting Room to make an elongated hole on the bracket
which holds the tab connectors on our computer power supplies. Apparently,

check for me to be sure that this is being changed in the system somewhere.
we are still making power supplies without this elongated hole. Will you

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 14, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Stan Oleen FROM Keneth H. Olsen

very unhappywith attitudes with respect to answering inquiries
within the Seie Department ond Engineering Depertment. | think it ie intolerable

offer to send price quotation end then procrastinate indefinitely. | suspect

out ail.
that doew't remind us, there ore many that we never gond

1 would [ike te have @ system set up whereby each request for e quote fs

well before the promised date to cnewer is duc.

This og wouid also give the dates which we promised to give
en enewor, The eg would be iept by o eocretaryor clers whe would raise the flag

@ ag.
or

We then heve to give on enewer to every inquiry. The enewermay be we
don't want bid, af it will be a year betare we con give the price, or it might
be enetblitently high bid, bt ebove ell, it is answer,

The responsibility of the Seles Department is not relieved by simply sending
@ note to the Engineering Department ating for a price,

Keneth OlsenH.

Ben Gurley
dohn Koudele
Sob Seckmen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 14th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

would like to obtain the instruction manual and any other service
literature available on the following RCA closed-circuit television equipment.

1, RCA TV-eye camera model HCV-1, MI-36265 ~ Serial #1028

2. TV-eye master control model HAV-1, MI-36266 - Serial #1030

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMEt

DATE
SUBJECT February 14th, 1962

TO FROM
Cy Kendrick Kenneth H, Olsen
Jack Smith

There are several items used in production which we have become very
dependent on and we should consider buying spares for. | particularly have
in mind the small high temperature soldering pot which we use for stripping
insulation from pulse transformers and the Little Joe sleeving cutter. Both
these items are reasonably inexpensive, | believe, and we should have spares
for them, We might justify another Little Joe cutter just because It Is being

temperature on the stripping solder pot. if we had one which was a ittle
deeper we could strip longer leads.

Kenneth H. Olsen

used by to many groups now. We should be careful to specify an extra high
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4 MEMORANDUM

DATE
February 13th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Sten Olsen FROM

Harlan Anderson
Jack Srown

Keneth Olsen

{ received a telephone call at 2 o'clock on Tuesday, February 13th from
Mr. Sam Cohen, President of Ess Gee Company, 15 Haven Street, Elmsford,
New York - Lyric 2-8520 erea code 914. His technical man, Al Wachtell,

mail their proposal in tomorrow and the technical decision has to be made later
in the month. The computer has to be the site In October for a shot in
November. This Is to be used for the Nimbus Satellite and will process information
coming by telephone from Alaska to Maryland, They will process the information

a 7090 but they want to take the 729 tape and process it Our computer.

also talked with me. They ore very much concemed because they have not
received a proposal from ute an (BM tape, They have to

They feel they pretty much sold computer but they getting emborromsed

@ because in getting nformation from us.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Gordon Bell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE February 13th, 1962

When we told our Board of Directors about the cookle factory and the
11 carloads might get held up each day, they showed quite a
bit of concern about the Importance of the computer breaking down. When

said didn't expect it to break down very often they sald this
a worst situation because there will be no one around who will know

how to run the manual control. They suggested that we look seriously into
duplexing the computer. We, of course, told them we offered this, but,
day Forrester said it wes our obligation to almost force customers Into making
wise decisions.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ces Ben Gurley
Harlan Anderson
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO

DATE February Vth, 1962

Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H.. Olsen
Jack Smith

in looking at the very approximate costs of manufecturing our modules,
§ find thet I don't have the data to make final decisions, but, my Impression
ls that it takes us almost twice long for a girl to solder the transistors

it does for them to Insert ali the components. ff this Is true, maybe
shouldn't concentrate on the automatic inserting of components as our
highest priority but we should consider the problem of cutting and shaping
the transistors so that they go into the lugs very easily.

Bostitch Staple Company and Federal Tool in New
lpoking into the automatically inserting the 22 wires that go
between the etch board and the plug. We expect to receive a proposal

however, we have so many girls doling the operation now thet there Is
be saved there.

both

from both of them, but, | om afraid that this is going to be expensive,

Kenneth H, Oleen

ccs Maynard Sandier
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MEMORANDUM

@ DATE February 13th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We are now putting very sloppy and irregularly cut stick-on labels
on each of the modules going Into a computer. Eoch computer has its
own color and this way we can tell whether moc'ules that do not belong to
that computer are temporarily being used in it. Will you check with our
neighbors on the floor below, No-Lik Company, show them the problem
and what theyhave All ask Is that they be neat. it
would be an advantage (if we could get very fast service on a few hundred
labels) to have the job number printed on the label. We could add this
numbered label to all the components the machine Is being assembled.

Kenneth H. Olsen

e cc: Ed Harwood
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 13th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Dick Mills FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

At our latest Board of Directors meeting we mentioned the possibility
of paying taxes based on an estimate that this year's profits would be the
same as last year. They asked us to check with our auditors, Lybrand,
Ross Bros. and Montgomery to see what thelr attitude is on such a policy.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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MEMORANDUM

DATE February 13th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROM Kenneth H. OlsenMaynard Sandler

1 would like to receive a memo listing the approximate costs of
many of the components in operation in making our modules and our
1901 mounting panels. Some of the figures | have in my head aren't
valid because we often talk of sub-assemblies, which we make as if
they were components we buy on the outside.

This Is very useful in placing priorities in those areas which need
automatic equipment or simplification in other ways. We are also
considering a new less expensive line and we may gain nothing if we
don't consider what our actual costs are.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

@ DATE February 13th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Dick Best

| was somewhat shocked to hear Bob Hughes report on the trip
to John Hopkins University. | never realized we had so much trouble
in the field with our equipment.

| think thet we should encourage, and In fact, set up a schedule

whereby our key people visit more sensitive customers. 1 think particularly
Bob Hughes and Dick Best should be scheduled to make these trips. if we
con schedule them we can separate them in time enough so that they are
not a burden, but, If they are scheduled well enough In advance they will
actually occur. In addition, | think we should have all the other top

people and those involved in circuit design go out and make some of these

trips.

After listening to this, am wondering If we shouldn't Immediately
offer the 1203 flip-flop because It is so much more conservatively desig

Kenneth H. Olsen
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DATE

MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
February 13th, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Dick Mills

We promised to send down to the Board of Directors well before the
next meeting a proposal on renting of computers. One of the problems
which we promised to look Into were what the anti-trust regulations were
on selective renting. The Board would more readily go along with renting
If we said that we would do It only fo those to whom there were special
reasons for renting. it may be Illegal to offer it to some and not to all,

We perhaps should ask our patent lawyer about this question. if we
are tied in with a patent lawyer It would be good to also ask him if we
have taken all steps possible to protect the name of our corporation.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Februery 12th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Maynard Sondler FROM Kutmneth H. Olsen

Loren Prontice
Jack Smith
Ken Fitzgerald

We pion fo stock all computer racks in the stuck In Building 5 and to
assemble the computers there and so It appears notural that should also esemble
the racks the fluur. | suggest that we huve shop persunnel du the asembl ing
for the immediate future and then when have developed the techniques and the
jigs and fixtures it production. This may hiring new people

simply transferring the shop people fn the production tlepartment

think tha? should carefully consider labor seving devices in cssembling
these racks t appeers that going to be using them for time.
tt might be. worthwhile to have @ hoist a single rail in the where we Wwe

assembling them that they be lifted up, turned we and worked end put
@ skid with very little trouble. | think thet the units should be moved around the

floor with a fork truck. 0 hed convenient eyebolts the computar mcks
consider having « rall run the full lenyth of the computer assembly floor,

but, right think thet fork trucks sufficient.

:

We should have akec!utely flat surface for essombling the racks. We
might make this be two

Before we racks, | suggest thet
4 dill heads and alt clamps that will hold the eluninum angle in place und i) all
4 time. Then could fasten the engle with o Huck rivit. The
bottom ther would be true to ths buttum surface of each cabinet which would

Each cabinet could then be turned ond the top angle put with the same jig.
we find we Gums drill a hule sumewhat longer than the

rivit and then make small adjustments with o leed shut hammer. We could even put
the tup angle will, conventional and kheps. The Revienuls we ate wily
do not give enough bearing surface of the aluminum.

put the rack In a jig with

one

trunbe true tn rest barmas they wuld aft he nsemb

can

difference In height between the bottom of the nylon bushing ond the bottum surface
# the trim strip is all perfectly true, then may need a jig which checks the

of the door in order to make the doors will ali line up. if there Is o variation
here may need to do filing maybe should have shims that

slip uderneath the nylon.
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the who thewt; pint ITAL i i, itt
making of eluminum. This would the rigidity of

other the final hole.

Aro Equipment Corp. has very neet and compact automatic drilling heads.
Thele medel PO-5-2P is a 500 rpm model and is available with « housing for

Orili heads that seperate motors significantly less expensive.

Kenneth H. Olsen

to
thecabinetsand may help step of ow parelieiograming.

put the fromes together with Huck fasteners in tight holes, it might
perallelograming. & much of the labor in puttlagseve

the brackets that to hold the fremes together. We do this by
drilling @ large hole through the pipe one side and @ clearance hole in the

holding drill guides This would be « neat unit hut the price te about $200 10

We should eles plen te set up @ crating erea for shipping computers out.
This probably will buying another 90) of Stonley strapping tools
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 12th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROMDick Beet Kenneth H. Olesen

Ben Gurley
Bob Sevell

We hove a lot of pressure right to deliver a number of or
commitments. During this time of pressure we can all learn a lot and develop
many of the techniques which we never get around to without it. However,
don't want to lose view of the long term need to develop people in all areas.
This means that we should plan to give them experience in different areas and
even give them an opportunity to experiment with some of their own ideas.

Even now In the height of the pressure, should allow and encourage
people to take some time to broaden themselves. { have porticularly in mind the
Transistor Circuit Show In Philadelphia and the IRE Show in March. We never want
trade shows one of the "rights" engineer has to a paid vacation, but,
It ts goad to get out and the rest of the world ond what is going There
ere also other special meetings by professional groups and by the American
Management Association which we would like to encourage people to attend.

The International Correspondence School would [ike to have us set up a
company plan. They have a very good reputation and apparently have a good
course on general subjects. They do cover computers, but, | do think they are
many years behind our own Logic Book. We should also encourags people to
take part in this activity.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 12th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO FROM

Dave Shuflat Kenneth H. Olsen

Sometime when you are down on the production floor will you try
one of the small Skinner electric air valves on the component bender to
see if it will operate the machine. In order to do this you will have to

go from a 1/8" type to the 1/4" needed by the valve. if this works easily
we will use those valves on this berider and the new one which we have
ordered «

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
February 12th, 1962SUBJECT

TO Bob Lassen FROM
Kenneth H. Olsen

We need some ordinary worker types for our sheet metal shop just to
stand In front of the punch press day after day. Will you look Into the
possibility of renting people like we are now doing for the labor work In
Building 5 = but check with Ken Fitzgerald first.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Ken Fitzgerald
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 12th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Henry Crouse

| would like to sample a hundred of United Shoe Standard Eyelets of the

SE3 size with the shortest length which they make. They normally ship samples

which are not plated which would be good enough for us although we would

rather have cadmium or nickel plated.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
February 12th, 1962

SUBJECT Washing Etch Boards

TO Jack Smith FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

I think it Is a good idea you have to wash etch boards before they are
silk-screened and washing them after the resist Is taken off with the new

dishwasher into an area and try it out. | suggest that you consider the
possibility of immediately trying out the dishwasher in its present location
for these operations. We would have to cooperate with Raytheon, but, |

am sure we can arrange this.

dishwasher which we own, It is going to be very expensive to move the
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INTEROFFICEHS MEMORANDUM

DATE February 12th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Maynard Sendler FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Loren Prentice
dack Smith
Ken Fitzgerald

time to get panels silk~screened
Our Engineering Department hes the feeling thet it takes @ very fong

of setting up enother silkscreen who either shared the facilities with
i would itke to have you consider the possibility

separate focilities, who wes elther part of the production part of
the paint shop, who did nothing but silk~screen penels for epecial projects.

Our silk-screen shop in Boston, of course, hes helped quite « bit, but,
think should have ability in Ow shop.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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MEMORANDUMHet

DATE February 12th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO John Culkins FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

When we have painters come In to do the men's room on the fourth floor,
we also should have them varnish or shellac the panel doors to the auditorium
and to Dick Best and Ben Gurley's offices.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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MEMORANDUM

DATE
February 12th, 1962SUBJECT

TO O

Stan Olsen Kenneth H. Olsen

During the Texas Instrument movie on their transistors they mention what
percentage of their people were involved in Quality Control inspection. | think
it would be interesting to find out this figure for our own operation because |

think we will be surprised to find that a large number of the people are doing
inspection, testing or other quality control operations.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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oo oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 12th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROM

George Brown Kenneth H. Olsen

While have the carpenters here, it would be a good Idea to put
partitions within the ladies on the far end of Building 5 on the column |

end. Ep Toumi hos tried some Scars Roebuck louver doors on the john the
top floor of Building 4 and | think they look fairly good. You might talk to
Ep and see what his ideas ere for repartitioning this room. We might consider
taking the bowls out of the men's fom and then opening it up thot ft Is
one large ladies room with a small vestibule. We might also consider painting
the floor, but, otherwise | think the is in faiely good shape. Because
have many girls in thet end, should carefully consider doing this operation
now.

Maybe we should tryone laborers on painting with our new painting
machine. if we paint the bridge between Building 4 and Building 5, | think maybe

thould start just painting below the dado line. The upper part would

would be @ real chore fo paint it and just painting the lower part and cleaning
the floor would make a significant improvement.

We will also have your vse piywod sheets to partition off the
Dennison portion of the top floor of Building 4 from the passageway which
we ute and then when start spray painting, thet passageway can be painted all
the way up to the elevator, I don't think that it is necessary to put a locked door

both ends to the attic which is a loophole in security.

Please put a bracket or @ block over the catch In the front entrance of
Buliding 5 because this lock can be opened with almost any implement right now.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Jock Smith
Dick Mills

of your

brighten the rom quite a bit, but, it has 90 many details and windows that t

up to the attic of Building 4 because the other end opens into our grea and eo we
don't lose any security. in fact, gain security this way because now control
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oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMdec DATE February 12th, 1962

SUBJECT
FROM Kenneth H. OlsenTO Maynard Sandler

Jack Smith

I think it Is a good idea for you to put your offices along side the alr
conditioned room. While the carpenters are still in, It would not be difficult
to modify the partitioning and so | suggest that you lay it out immediately.

One possibility would be to take the large office nearest the ladies room

then take the next office and we could open a door so that the secretary can
service him also.

§ think Jack should have an office large enough to have a small conference
table in It and with enough wall space to spread out production control charts.
tt might be good to have the production control charts In the secretary's area so
that people could come in and look at them without bothering Jack.

{ notice that there are folding tables stocked outside the cafeteria area now.
it might be a good idea to claim one or two of those for conference use.

We should also layout the production control office Immediately because we
will probably want to take down some of the partitioning and It is easier now that
we have the help. # would suggest that we keep the 100 sq. ft. office that opens
on to the corridor and use this for a supervisor, There is 1455 sq. ft. left in
production control office which should readily take ten or more people, | would
guess. if we figure that there will not be enough room for this office we should
now cut Into the next area.

Kenneth H. Olsen

for Maynard use the office outside of it for a secretary or two. Jack could
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Februory 12th, 1962
SUBJECT
To Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Harlan Anderson

It has ben sometime since Ted Johnson to Maynard. Do
you think we should consider having him come back now or maybe having
him come back during the IRE Show.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMHet

DATE February 8th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROMDick Mills Kenneth H. Olsen

Harlan Anderson

At the monthly Board of Directors meeting on February Sth It wos voted
to contribute a total of $1,500.00 to Emerson Hospital over a three year
period. The payments would then be $500.00 per year. We might consider
postponing this until after July Ist.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE FebruarySUBJECT
TO Jack Smith FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Maynard Sendier
Stan Olsen

it is my impression that we are perpetually behind In 1906 mounting
panels. Would It be possible to set up one sub-contractor to completely
manufacture these Items so that we can develop a large stock pile of them.
We could afford to give them on eyelet machine maybe, of, we might
continue to eyelet the boards here and have them do all the rest of the
assembly.

Kenneth H. Olser.
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
February 8th, 1962SUBJECT

Visit from Woods Hole, February 7th, 1962,
TO Harlan Andenon FROM

Kenneth H. Olsen
Stan Olsen
Ben Gurley
Ed Freckin

Early Wednesday moming, February 7th, Or. Veronis from Woods Hole
Oceonngraphic institute and Henry Stommel of Herverd, visited us to talk about
PDP Computer for the Vioods Hole institute. They have Autonetic

Computer which is giving unsatisfactory service and does not have the features
which they desire.

Mr. Stommel is seriously considering giving a Ed Fredkin
Immediately to show the value of a scope presentation, end to try out Ed Fredkin.
However, they may be forced to meke o decision the computer before Fredkin's

tn.

People have been collecting data the for many years,but, thie
hes been done by many different groups with consistent way of preparing the
data, and there is convenient way of presenting it. They have taken
data at about 100,000 points throughout the ocean and af each point there is
about 1,000 bits of information. They would Jike to be able to call up graphs

sections of the and present this multitude of date they have. Yesterday
Professor McCarthy at M.1.T. demonstrated a PDP with a scope end this cought
thelr Imagination. They could then make sections of the histograms ond
photograph them and distribute this quite freely and hopefully they could ask for
any information and have it presented in any form get it quite quickly.
Eventually this would men having o disc file however.having o disc

The Woods Hole Oceanographic institute Is a non-profit group Independent
of other organizations but they are on quite friendly terms with M.1.7. and Herverd,
Their ties with M.1.T. might become much closer os the Earth Sclences Department

M.1.T. M.1.1.'s only contact with water Is the Charles River,
which is not quite as challenging the contact which Woods Hole has.

Only 22 out of the 400 people at Woods Hole doing classified government
work. Of the 400 people escut 100 profesional people. They will probebly
ask us for @ discount becawe they @ non-profit institute.
ladependent of the government (not quite 100% of thelr money comes from the
government) they sign contracts which longer than year.

are
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They interested tn color displey and | told them thet will let
them when it is finished so can show It te thea.

They feel that they will need magnetic tape unit and a senpe with
thelr computer end they interested in the possibility of @ line printer.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMMe: DATE February 8th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROMBen Gurley Kenneth H. Olsen

I would like to have you consider the following reorganization tn the
computer group. Now that we have dropped the project engineering approach
to making computers, | think we had better define the relationship of the
people assembling and checking-out computers. It is impossible for an outsider
to find out what happens on that floor, but, the impression one gets is that
there is a delay of a day or two each time there is interchange of a system
batween Ed Harwood and Al Blumenthal. Sometimes it sounds like the relation-
ship between different trade unions.

1 suggest that we consider having Al Blumenthal take the responsibility for
both final assembly and check-out and that we have Ed Harwood work for
Gordon Bell. Ed would still have to continue some of the responsibility he has
now, particularly those involved in completing units of BBN and other places.
Giving Ed Harwood to Gordon Bell would not be a complete loss to the PDP-1
project because supposedly this would free Gordon Bell so that he could do more
part time jobs for PDP.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
fl MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT New Layout for Engineering

DATE
February 8th, 1962

TO Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Dick Best .

We will now move all computer check-out to Building 5 which will
free several offices in Building 4. We now have a large number of engineering
benches which are not being used because some of the offices are filled by
people who are working on computers.

I then suggest that we move Jon Fadiman ond all of his people into
the four offices on the end of the check-out floor. These are very large offices
and could very comfortably take care of the people there.

{ would also like to see us separate Gordon Bell ond the PDP-4 project
from the rest of the operations. One way to do this would be to partition an
area just for PDP-4 where we are now checking out the computer. 1 would
like to PDP-4 have Its own space, its own cost center, Its own scheduling,
its own people.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
February 8th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROM Kanneth H. OlsenMaynard Sandler

Loren Prentice
Jack Smith

1 would like to see the layout of the drilling and air operated machines
for Building 5 before we start to assemble them. | think that we should immediately
order individual fans for each drilling station. The type fan | would like to see
are like shaded pole blowers in the W. V.. Grainger catalog. These use o
squirrel cage type blower with 1500 rpm Induction motor and so they should
be very quiet. V ith a fan right next to the drill there will be very little
pressure drop. The trouble with the Grainger units Is that they don't have a
flange on the Intake. These flanges might be available or we may have to order
the blowers from company like Roton.

The dip soldering should also be along side the window and | think
should leave for a 10 foot section of conveyor each side of the solder

to collect on the other.

Our latest thoughts Is not to make a tunnel type oven for drytng the
etch boards, but, instead to make @ warmed and dehumidified room into which

will put the bakery racks to allow the boards to dry in a matter of hours
The prablem with the tunnel fast dry is that is Is depended on stucking the boards
afterward and | ofraid that will not be able to get away with this
it will scratch the paint.

Kenneth H. Olsen

pots so that the man can load up the conveyor side allow the units
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 8th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Bob Hughes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

In the February Issue of Electronic Industries magazine there is a'
chart which lists the charactistics of all the automatic transistor testers.
This magazine normally gives reprints of their articles If a request is made
on company stationery. if you are Interested in this chart, you may want
to request a reprint,

Kenneth H. Olsen
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oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 8th, 1962

SUBJECT Automatic Control of Component Benders

TO
Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Jack Smith

| suggest that we continue to work on putting a solenoid operated valve
on the component benders. We would then have the option of having them foot

operated or operated froma clock. The present automatic timing device is
unstable and changes end can be quite discouraging for the girl. If we had an

electrically operated one we could use an industrial Timer Cam Driven Switch
with which we can set the time and have complete control over the unit. The

timing of these units Is set by changing the gear drive and so the girl will not be
able to change the speed. We then, of course, should have the counting
mechanism on the unit.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February Sth, 1952
SUBJECT
TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Meynerd Sandler
Bob Hughes
Dick Best
Jack Atwood

There hes Leen « fot of discussion tc what recurds should keep
each plugin unit we sell, Ww os purl of its produciiun
vecard makes notes of the seriel number of each unit in every lot. They aleo keep

of whe tested and whu inspected each unit. | propose thet this le enough
end thet in the very unvevul cose whore wunt tu yo beck and find

owt lnfurmation the of o unit, thot get It in these production
fecords. This would be « rather lengthly operation, but, te
do it rarely, Wt is not worth the effort filing this Information any other way.
As a result, | propose that the test date sheet which fe tied to ths morule, be sent

number the card as he ft frum the plug-in unit.

in addition, the assembling the order for shipping should made note of
whet seviel numbers going into each invoice.

Kenneth Olsen

expect

with the module and thet no record of its contents be kept. Because the tag will
be tied to the plug-in unit, 1 le not necessary to write the serial number
@ customer wants to keep « recerd of these cards he then write the serial
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@INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
Monthly Progress Report

DATE
February 7th, 1962

TO Dick Mills Kenneth H. OlsenFROM

1 think that could well spend time rethinking the organization of
ell Progress Reports. # is not at all clear what many of the items and
why they where they are. thet First oll, block diagram the
sections of the report that It would'éleer to somebody where they fit in.

{ suspect that the Statement of Cost of Modules Sold includes items other
than modules, but, there is way to be are.

in the list of company sponsored engineering jobs It Is awfully difficult
for us to justify to our Board of Directors how PDP Field Service Charges are
part of company sponsored engineering jobs. There are also inconsistencies In
the naming of different projects. {t is not clear what the difference between
PDP Field Service and just Ordinary Field Service is. | expect that current
generator and current driver are the same, but, It Is not clear.

There should be way of letting the reoder know how much of a
project, such Anelex Development, is company sponsored engineering
and how much Is being charged off to the customer.

would Itke to see someone critically look over this presentation and see
if we can't develop one which Is more easily understood.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec Herlen Anderson
Stan Olsen
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INTEROFFICE

MEMORANDUM
DATE

February 7th, 1952SUBIECY
TO

Program for Receiving
Heary Crouse
Loren Prentice
Jack Atwood
Stan Olsen

FROM Kenneth Olsen

There will be @ certain amount ef other materiel coming Into bullding 4,3 end 12, | suggest that Jack Atwood have the resporelbility for all the receiving

shop area. We then will appropriate signs expleining how
the phones to get receiving service. These signe should also explain that all
receiving Is done at building 5 unless specifically mentioned on the thet

there though wan't have the whole Raytheon for several
months.

Kenneth H. Olsen

When Wwe MOVE Production to the fourth floor of bulidtng
threedock Thore dorsrecelving will be done

most of
thet

large receiving and 80 will be able to do this rather
When we take over ell the

in our area and we will beable to leeve material there over night. We will also do shipping from this dock.
that two of the leading docks completely

area think we will move the partitions so
Ye

39 harmite all of tl 01.1 une ond printingsuplies,

| suggest that Loren Prentice heve the
build 4 becaves most of the material received there will be for the shops

lity for racelving In

themego bought three telephones with ringingthat be either desk mounted wall mounted. { will buy of theee
end then have two circuits. One from the

4deck Atwood's scretory and one from the building loadina dock up to the
12 up to

ta to

it should 12 buildingbe 4.

dust before we ore ready to we the receiving dock end the other ares, weshould be sure that ofl our vendors put the
We will start to use the

all our packages.dock in 5 just before Production

{ would like Henry Crouse to work out the details of this problem and leyoutthe signs hat in

: : :



S
INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
February Sth, 1962

SUBJECT Systeme Stock Rooms

TO Al Blumenthal FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Jack Brown
Ed Harwood

have been hoping for months that would show the tnitlative
necessary to clean up the Systems Stock Room. can't figure the organization
out and | send this note to all of you and ask that of least a spring return
door be put on the stock that visitors do not see It.

Now that that one is filled up, startIng new one in the chapel.
1 understood that this wos going to be @ stock for inventory ports butapparently layer. Let's take the weights of that door
am blind rinse here It 20 close 0 the

We are teaching our technicians exceedingly por work hebits because
we allow them to take any unfinished [ob and leave it In the store rom without

out completely.
taking off the voluable parts or finding out whether the thing should be thrown

fam not what the long term to housekeeping in the Computer
Now that the groups separated the check-out floors, it Is

under the control of the Production Department.

ecty to see who has respect for equipment and who hes a of housekeeping.
Maybe the answer is to have a separate stock room for each we move
to the other building and one more for all production parts that would be directly

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT February Sth, 1962

TO
Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| would Itke to see us develop package for our system building blocks
which is reusable. Right ofter people take the units out of ow package
they have nice way of storing them.

1 would like you to get a general price the unit cost of a plastic boxmolded This box should be less fragile than the
using for patch cords now. Maybe expensive material should be used
and maybe o separate should be used.

I suggest thot osk the present plastic box supplier for a price and that
we atk the plastic company under building 12. We should ask our vocuum molding
company in V altham if they could make something that would do the job, Vacuum
molding does not lend itself to @ hinged box, but they do have plastics which
exceedingly tough.

Another approach ty the packaging would be fo the polyethylene bags
with plastic zippers like Bours Pots sometimes come in. These bags would not
offer any physical protection to the plug-in unit and would necessitate a good
packaging system.

Another item should have for packaging which would be helpful with
a plastic box and necessary with a plastic bog would be a shipping container
with dividers In it to support the plug-in units. This could be vacuum formed
with grooves in the sides like ow paper tape holders, { does not have to be

oftough and perhaps should Into a tight ff
these held 20 plug-in units, they could be loaded quickly and it wouldn't be
too wosteful if less units wer packaged at time. The big advantage
be thot after the flaps cut off the cardboard boxes the customer then has a
very neat way of storing the modules.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce Stan Olsen
Jack Aiwood
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Jack Smith

DATE February 5th, 1962

FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| stopped In the plant on Sunday and found all the lights on the engineering
floor and several other floors. { went to turn them off and could not figure out
the system at all, and as a result, lost all my drive to criticize, however, left the
lights on. Will you or will you have George contact Bernie Joyce and have him
lay out a simple way of turning power off, We may even have to pay for contactors
in order to have the system work in a reasonable way.

Will you also have Bernie put a bell on the Purchasing Department entrance.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT

February Sth, 1962

TO FROMDick Mills Kenneth H. Olsen

bul 5 because of the stairv: in between. We could

advantage of breaking up the flights of stairs necessary to maxe @ trip.

This then opens the possibility of securing the stairway between
the third and fourth floors of building 5 and giving complete security

for opening a door would take of their y needs. Bradley

it and might possibly give permission to close off thet

Will you contact Mr. Beng and ack him if this Is @ possibility.
clased off the stolrway to Bradley would be happy to en leave «

floor of building 3, the bridge, and the stairway ir bul ding 5.

ce Stan Olsen
Herlan Anderson
dack Smith

Kenneth H. Olsen

Security is be om more difficult when we take we

moks @ stalrway from our machine shop up to the top floor of building 3
and have all our troffic go wer the upper bridge. This would have the

throughout The people on the fifth floor have ne need of thisthe plont.
stairway or elevator except for emergency and @ seal ing system

Plastic has access to that steirway and elevator but | don't think they use

key with the main office of Bradley they could the doorway
elevator, if necemary. We would then paint the passageway on the top
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SINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 5th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Loren Frentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ep Toumi

am now thinking that we should make a stalrway from the top floor of
bullding 4 to the top floor of building 3. This would then mean that we would
ute the top bridge and only one stairway tn building 5. This would breek up
the trip nicely and it might make It somewhat easier to have security. |

figure that this stairway would have to go up through the present machine
tool crib, but, if we are going to move the machine shop anyway, this
would not be a serious loss.

1asked John Culkins to check the height of the steam pipe in the
passageway on the top floor of building 3 to sde if it would clear our systems.
if we make a drastic move IIke this one, we ought to raise that pipe os high as
we can even though it would pass our regular equipment. We would then paint
the passageways all the way between our two buildings.

1 would like Ep Toumi to look over this situation to see how practical it
would be to make this new stairway.

1 would also IIke Ep Toum! to immediately put a dead-lock type lock on
the door between the Drafting Room and the lower passageway and between the
stairway next to the chapel and the inside of our floor in building 3. The present
type locks ore very easy to pick and they encourage people to exit through
these door which is a very dangerous practice,

Kenneth H . Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Andarson

Stan Olsen
Ben Gurley

DATE
February Sth, 1962

FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Further to my of January 26th, Dr. Veronis of Woods Hole
institute will be here Wednesday, February

&30 a.m.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 2nd, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Curtiss Development and Manufacturing Company at 3266 North 33rd Street,
Milwaukee 16, Wisconsin makes terminal strips which we may consider using in the
rear of our present power supplies. The ones we have now we make ourselves because
we didn't know where to buy thom, but they are not completely satisfactory. Will
you request from them a sample of their feed through terminal block type FTS-4
which lists for $1.07 and their feed through terminal block type EFT-4 which lists
for .57 each.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
February 2nd, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROM

Henry Crouse Kenneth H, Olsen

It would be desirable to have synchronized clocks throughout the whole
plant. It would be even more desirable to have them all synchronized with
the time clocks we have. | have no idea how expensive a self synchronizing
time clock system would be, but it would be interesting to find out. When
you have the opportunity | think it would be worth while to find this out.

WII you also check with Maynard Sandler to find out ff he will need
new time clocks when we move to the other area. The type we buy may
possibly be Influenced by availability of self synchronizing clock.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMBade DATE February 2nd, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROMJack Atwood Kenneth H. Olsen

maintain some systematic way of carrying out our annual salary reviews. With a
system, we might also find it desirable to review even In the half year because It
is somewhat unfair to an employee to have his salary function according to the
present attitude of his supervisor.

because It will be a record for many years of his salary. On the top there should
be the name of the mon, last name first, and the most significant data on him
such as any degrees received and dates and year joined DEC. Then there should
be a number of columns; first column Is date, the next is reviewer, then the five
categories under which they are reviewed, the names of which you can get from
Harlan Anderson. Next column Is total because these are points which the person
reviewed Is given numerical value. Then, there should be a wide space for
calculation and notes. Next column should be old salary, next dollar raise,
next column percentage raise, next column new salary. This probably should
go across the long section of a standard sheet of paper.

The second form should be on relatively light paper, the sort of thing we
normally offset printed forms on. it should be decent looking so that It will gain
the respect which It deserves. This form should first of all have a paragraph
explaining each of the five points which we want to review a person and give

space for the reviewer to record the value he puts on each of the five points.
Then the following questions should be stated and there should be room for them
to be answered. Name three people who ore comparable with this man who's
value to DEC you would rate higher to this man. Next question Is the same but
three people who you would rate lower than this man. On the top of the page

of these forms should probably have Company Confidential across them.

I have a very secretary, who at time, 1 am not able to keep busy. Is this
in shape that she can with her Executive typewriter prepare it for printing.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec: Harlan Anderson

1 would like to have two types of salary review forms printed so that we

The first form | would like to see should be on reasonably heavy board

some hint to what the meaning of the numbers and then there should be

should be the of the man and the of the reviewer and the date. All

1 am disappointed that we don't have the new job application form already
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oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 2nd, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

When we buy reels of AMP tab terminals or AMP taper pins, will you
ask Jack Smith, myself and others if at the same time we should order a
new setting machine. If we buy a machine every time we get terminals the
cost is very negligible and there may be good reasons for us to have several
machines now that we are spreading out more.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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@ oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 2nd, 1962

SUBJECT Location of Purchasing Department
TO

Henry Crouse
FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| waiver on the desirability of moving Purchasing over to bullding 5
when we take over the whole building In July. It Is a question as to whether
it is more desirable to be near Engineering and have the salesmen walk up many
flights of stairs, or to be near the entrance and far from Engineering. 1 think
that you and your people should consider this problem and perhaps sample the
opinions of salesmen so that the decision will be a little easier to make.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE February 2nd, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Ken Fitzgerald FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| offered to the Lincoln Sudbury High School the scrap aluminum which
we would normally sel! to the junk dealer. t hurts me to throw away such nice
pleces. 1 told Mr. Swicker who is In their shop that | would call him Thursday,
February | to let him know if he could come by tomorrow to pick up some.
told him we would also have some available regularly. If we have some now,
would you put some aside and then will you take care of calling him and
letting him know that we have It.

Kenneth H. Olsen

CONFIRMATION OF TELEPHONE CALL ON FEBRUARY 1, 1962
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
February 2nd, 1962

SUBJECT Notes on new Audio System.
TO FROM Kenneth H. OlsenDave Dubay

Sten Olsen
File (2 copies)

fam still collecting information on better equipment for our Audio System,
but, in the meanwhile here cre sore plans for the basic system.

The baste sound shall be the caged in section of the old mochine shop

to the main system we will have remote omplifiers and build o remote amplifier in
building 5 and maybe a remote amplifier in building 4.

This system will have to be bullt @ little more professionally. lt should be so

Here is a list of the inputs to the system.

FM Radio Programs A
FM Radio Programs B
Front Lobby Paging
Purchasing Lobby Paging
Building 5 Lobby Paging
Work Start and Break Gong
Maynerd Line Telephone
Waithem Line Telephone
Aslington Line Telephone
Dial and Telephone Paging

simple transistor cecilictors. An industrial Timer Cam Operated Time Clock would

double pole, double throw felay which will give us a choice for two different kinds

shou d play music continuously for other than normal working hours. To do this
| have ordered a Paragon Electric Compony model 70060 Seven Day Colendar Dial
Time Switch of $21.17.

tool crib. This rom can be locked and will be safe from tampering. in adition

simple that anyone can without any drawings.

Ow ned for differIng signals is getting to be @ problem ond have to go to
tone oscillators or @ range of chimes and play several notes for each tone. We might

buy sections of on electronic organ in order to do this, or we might buildeven

do this very well. | propose that the output of 15 interval switch we put o

of music. The reason pole, double throw switches Is so thet we can thenfor double
short to ground the terminal which s not having music played on it. talso feel that
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We aloo should gon, of &15.0.m., 950 a.m., 10:0 a.m., 12:00 noon,
12:45 p.m., 450 p.m., kOO p.m., 210 p.m, 306 p.m. and 5:50 p.m., 600 p.m.
instruraent? at $71.20.
and 10:00 p.m. To do this i have ordered @ Paragon model Hour Program

We should heve amplifier for each flor in building 12, one for buliding 3,two for building 4 end one or more for building Ve5. need a specialclecult far the oby in bullding 12 end should play music ther continyously.
nead @ special amplifier for building 12 lobby. We should Telephone

Company paging mike beravse It Introduces @ hun into the system.

moy not have eed buck end mayf we use the Shure

I have ordered 3,000 feet of Selden foll wrapped balance pal wire fo bring

@ teparcte cable back for microphone to the Audio System.
three signals overt to building 5 fras the audio room, inaddition,
thould carry mike signal audio signal in the same bundle, though they

We will carry signals to remote amplifiers in the eudio at abow
level Selden foil wrappeu conductor shielded wire with a ef about 1/2voltto volts. This should be enough to drive the amplifiers directly

do or mixing. {do think should have quality equipment that don't into

in ali Audio Systems.

§ don't have ell the literature os yet so | om not qite shouldte

problems. We should be careful to real goc.d consectors ead wider them very well

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
February 2nd, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROM

Henry Crouse Kenneth H. Olsen

| would like some Information on a reversible geared motor made by
Barber Coleman Company, Rockford, Illinois. If they sell single samples, |

would like to buy one, otherwise, | would like to know the price and delivery.
The motor | am Interested in is Type TYAZ 7.5 CE4C~1,

Their rep in the area Is Paul R. Sturgeon, Inc., 25 Huntington Avenue,
telephone COmmonwealth 6-7705.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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TO

INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 30th, 1962
SUBJECT Packaging System Building Blocks

Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
dack Atwood

Our present packaging of system bullding blocks leaves quite a bit to
be desired. It is not Inexpensive, It is not fast to assemble, and It Is of no
use after it is opened.

It would be nice if we hed a pockage which could be used for filing
building blocks after the customer received them. One way to do this would
be to make @ package something Iike the one we now have, but, mount two
building blocks en one plece of cardboard approximately 8-1/2 x 11. There

is left to be put In the file cabinet. | should think the shipper would then need

get only half of one of these packages. 1 would be very enthusiastic about
this Idea if | knew how to make the package easily opened and still salvage
the pockets. it would be nice If this package also has a horizontal bar so
that it would hang In a file cabinet.

should be way of opening just the top that a neat, two pocket packagee

a power shear that all orders that ask for od number of of units will

Another approach would be to seal the plug units in a vacuum pack
which was no wider than the plug-in unit Itself. Then the shipping box could
be made with shelves in it so that one also has a storage box after the units
are delivered. These shelves could be cut out of wood or molded out of
vacuum form plastic. It could even be foam plastic.

Above ail, the packaging hes to be fast. Maynard Sandler is now talking
about putting two girls full time on packaging. A clever system and a ittle
automation here would help. Maybe we should go right away to one of these
vacuum sealing machines because they would pace the girl and she would
be very productive.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

January 30th, 1962

The present method of marking pulse slow
and tedious, and | think we should consider going back to some simple
code. We might even do this for just the large production items and
print numbers on those units we don't make very mony of, ferns
you the project engineer thet set up the method, | think you should
look Into this situation.

very

Kenneth H. Olsen

ec: Jack Smith
Maynard Sendler
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Leren Prentiee FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

DATE
. denuaty Wh, 1962

| suggest tha? we teke ene of grey eabinets fit It in the machine
shop end It te keep Inventory of ely components. | think thet should
make a lat of the Inventory thet want and post this Het on the deor with

which ts readily end of reasonably good quality price.

altandering prices. Then, in the cabinet, leave Purchasea

Here Is a fist of components thet might be « stert.

SS

beak the? enyene removing a component cen reorder the
hes removed. | think that shou d tome make component

aoo' FJ, OO Art Wore $35ft.errvies 732)
Mend8h) 9, vo

4
é with Spring Retum 3-Wey Valve $321%K

Soleneld Operated 3-Way Valve 9972s
Lever

ever 3- = Valve with Guard 3213#

Flew Centred Velve 3290
Ale thchevel
Wale reeds 63c3
"rev

44. Ab

4

Ale Filter, Regulater,

Ale Srassure Reguleters with Geuge IRG-2904
4

Alr tine

Tev-Flete, ins. (veynerd Supply)

Tru Figte, tne 101 117 Toplen

Mead
Kenneth H. Olesa

ec Ken Ftagereld
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM6 DATE

SUBJECT
January 30th, 1962

TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

On March 5th through 9th and April 2nd through éth, the AMA
is having an advanced course in Market Managing. [t looks very good
to me and | think you should try to attend both weeks, if at all possible.

Enc, Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMdee

DATE
Jenvary 30th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROM Kenneth H. OlsenKen Fitzgerald

Loren Prentice

Sears Roebuck has a sale wrench sets and | think should have
one for every machinist and sheet metal man and several for technicians.

contain the following sizes: 5/15, 3/8, 7/16, 1/2, 9/16, 5/8 and 3/4".
The price Is $3.99 each or two sets for $7.66. Catalog 9X44624,

Sears Roebuck now gives a discount of 10% for orders over $20.00.

Kenneth H. Olsen

These have open end wrench on One side and box wrench on the other and
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMo DATE

SUBJECT
January 30th, 1962

TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| received a brochure from Kulka Company, Mt. Vernon, New York on
their stud and terminal box. 1 think some of these would be very useful
replacements for some of the Items we are now using. | would like to have
you find out the price on the following units ~--= series 599 with single row
of solder turrets molded of general prpose Bake-Lite. We would be interested
In units with a 2, 4, 6, 8.and 10 turrets with turret #2003 and 2003A.
Turrets should be on the top of the terminal only. The turret terminal should
be tin plated.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
January 30th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROM Kenneth H.: OlsenJack Smith

Some time ago, | requested that we have the front door frame painted
the same color as our new sign. | am not sure who | request to do this, but
would you make sure that it Is done. We should perhaps ask Prescott to
come over and do it and this way we can have it done right away without
any bickering on contracting. We fould also have the new men's room
painted on the fourth floor and | wou Id guess there also a number of
other jobs.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE January 30th, 1962

TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen
Ken Fitzgerald
Dave Shuflat

Moore Special Too! Company makes « formed grinder which shapes the

made
Moore and find out which job shop In the area hes a machine like this andgrinding wheel with a panograph operated diamond. { suggest that we call

that then have a large number of dies for eyelet splitting machine

§ suggest that shape the steel blanks from flot stock of the right
thickness to the correct outline and then thet we clamp or cement a largenumberof these togethe. Then, we could give them to the outfit with the
grinding machine and they could put the surface the whole of them

This way, could have a few hundred of them at tlmeat one t
with very little effort.

One of the outfits that makes flat ground stock might? cut and grind to the
correct thickness the blenks for us. They will also hardening.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
January 30th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ben Gurley

I think that we should have an engineering meeting on a regular basis.
This might even be once a week. We tend to be too tled up to arrange it
ourselves, so | suggest that we have someone like Dick Best's secretary
arrange them. They could be with or without coffee, but, If they are on
the same day each week, there would be some consistency to them. They
should be relatively short and often, I think. If the secretary does It, It
will be so automatic that the problems of arranging It won't bother any of
us,

We don't need porticular subjects for these meetings, but can Just
open them up for questions. | am sure many of the people feel they don't
know what Is going and | would be happy to answer questions. We
should have results of experiments like the one arr made on the spark
suppressors for relays. Everyone should know about the results of this.
We should also know about the difficulties that come when you use normal
contacts for low voltage signals.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 30th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Bob Hughes FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

! feel that one of the most serious reliability problems we have In our
building blocks Is In the soldering of pulse transformers. There is a very
definite tendency toward not stripping the wire close enough to the
transformer. This comes either because the girls did not put the transformer
close enough to the solder when they stripped It, or because the resin
leaked up over the wires.

1 have seen a number of units come through dip soldering where the
solder came no where near making contact with the transformer. | have no
reason to believe they ever do get soldered, They might just get covered
up with flux and solder so that the shole joint is hidden underneath.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMtet

DATE
SUBJECT

Jenvary 30th, 1962

TO Nick Mazzarese FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

This ts in to your iry to what had originally promised
ITT with respect to eliminating the DEC labels on our plug-in units.

We agreed that we would allow them to eliminate all mention of DEC

completely impractical to have the nome taken off the building blocks, We
never once agreed that would do this.

After received the first machine they found that It was possible
to remove I they took them off themselves. They then asked to

that we would. think this took uw several man days of technician time which

As far sending them spares with the labels off and In blank boxes, this

repackaging them before we ship them to ITT. They could do this just as well
us we Lun and we are not now in the pasitinn to dn this hermes nf nue shortage
of manpower. We also cannot guarantee that the labels will come off nicely.

be their responsibility.

We offered to allow them to reproduce ow drawings and our printing. We

them to take credit for the design of the units. Ibelieve
Immediately with our patent lawyers so that our stand is safe. We cannot allow

also cannot give up our proprietary rights to these things.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Harlan Anderson
ITT File

on the outside of the computers, but, we always told them that It would be

take them off on the next machine and, somebody, | don't know who, agred

should have charged them for I think maybe we should consider charging
them if we continue They could do this just as well as we can,

would mean taking them out of our stockroom, removing the labels and

their discovery that they could be taken of at all end { think It should

did this 80 to allow them to do servicing We did not say that would allow

ourselves to lose our copyrights because of the way they copy our clecultse. We
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT Punching Phenolic Boards

DATE January 29, 1962

TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

You asked if we should consider punching our etched board. | think it
will be a long time before we can fustify this, but there are several steps we can
make in order to gain experience in this and to make very definite contributions.
There is a row of 22 holes exactly in the same location on all our etched boards.
These holes are the obvious ones to start punching, and we can either combine
this with the die which is now blanking the boards and punching the guide holes,
or we could very easily make it a separate die set operated in an air press.
Using this punch will of course assume perfect alignment of the etched wiring.
One of the by-products of this will be that we can then feed the 22 wires into
the Amphenol socket automatically, also.

A multiple punch like this would be very practical if we could drill the
die, the punch holder and the punch guide all at one time. We could then use

piano wire for the punches which could be readily sharpened and replaced as

@ needed.

There Is another die which would be very worth while if we could make
it work. There are over 50 holes in the 1/8" phenolic etched board in the 901

mounting panel. It might be difficult to punch these because of the thickness
of the material .

We once considered gang drilling the back panel for the test equipment
units, but because of the close spacing of the seven hole, it seemed like the
head would be exceedingly expensive. Another approach to this would be to
take a Mead rotary work feeder with 12 stations and then have seven separate
drilling heads. These work feeders cost $218 each, which is just beyond the
$200 break point for capital equipment.

1 think that we can make a cut-off tool for our 1/2" x 1/16" angle that
we use for building block handles by a vertical operating punch if there is a
large amount of rake on the cutting edge. | would be willing to have a sample
of this made outside to see if it worked or not, and then we could do it on our
master die.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 26, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Stan Olsen
Ben Gurley

| received a telephone call from Dr. Veronis at Woods Hole Oceanography
Institute on Friday, January 26th. He Is considering hiring Ed Fredkin and,
although he is very convinced that Ed is a very clever man, he wanted to know
whether | thought Ed would finish jobs he started.

He also wanted to know about our PDP Computer and the oscilloscopes
we make. He will be teaching a course next term at MIT ond will come out at
that time. This will probably be the week of February Sth. | told him one days
notice would be good enough.

They have had thelr fill of the recomp computer ond feel that they have to
now go ahead with a real computer. However, they ore very much dependent upon
a rental plan. | told him that we are going ahead with our plans for a rental plan
and that we will have to offer it soon because many of the type people that we
would like most to sell a computer to are interested ina rental plan. | also told
him that the rental plan that we are proposing is one in which the rental is somewhat
higher thon other people, but, which the equity build up is much faster.

KHO
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S @INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Jonuary 26, 1962

SUBJECT
TO R. Sevell FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

| have redrawn the punch power control ponel and have given the perts to

George Gerelds to make a model.

We have also included o relay for turning on the paper tape reader. For those

computers which have the reader with the relay built in , we can just leave this socket
empty. This will save re-working the readars os they come in,

Gordon Bell would Iike to have a switch on the console which holds the on
tion rather momentary type switch. However, this is set up with a third contact so

it be used either way.

| propose using a 6 terminal Jones strip for all the power connections they they
are teporate from the DC voltage and logic signals. Some day, | would like to see the
results of the test that showed we need both the filtering and Arc Supression on the
contactor. It seems tke we cre overly protected here. | don't mind doing It one time,
but | suspect that sometimes we will generate traditions here which will propagate to
fer that the cost will end up being prohibitive.

Contact K2~C ts the holding contact for K2, which turns the reader on.

ready signal to turn on the computer .

1 held up this project a little while to introduce some suggestions and idecs.

responsibility from now on. You can even throw out my ideas if they aren't good ones.

KHO

Copies: B. Gurley) R. Best, B. Farr

Contac K1- opens when the punch is turned on and allows arter delgy a

| would like to turn it back to you now end let you follow through ond take the
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S @INTEROFFICE

MEMORANDUM
DATE January 24th, 1962

SUBJECT
Disposition of surplus POP equipment

TO Ben Gurley
FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ed Harwood
Harlan Anderson
Gordon Bell

Thera several pieces of equipment which we heve taken off old
computers which we should makea formel decision to thelr value that
we corm get rid of them, else protect them, if want to save them.

1. The 1,000 word mamory hat been kicking cround the floor in the
storage area | suggest that throw it away or we package it up
in @ wooden box thot made for it and file it away for future use.

2. The desk type consolewhich but delivered with
@ computer, should be given te Quality Control for a test bench
else wrapped, protected atid sent into storage with due labels. if
there is 2 possibility of our selling a computer with the old console,
we should this because it Iscomplete islend
Is complete.

3. The original PDP console with a brown hood hos sentimental value,

test starx'. There is a complete scope with ompliflers
Inside and there might he a possibility of using Ht for cecilicecope.

but | suggest that we take the top of give the table to Quality
o

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
TO Maynard Sandler

Henry Crouse

DATE January 23rd, 1962

FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Several years ago we ordered some stock transformers from Triad. At
that time we found that If we copied the specifications and asked them to bid

on special transformers in quantity, the price was a fraction of what the

same transformer was in stock, Now that we are buying Triad transformers

consistently, | suggest that we ask for bids naming the specifications but

not the model number. We can then ask for the length leads or terminals

we desire.

Kenneth ri. Olsen
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S oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 18, 1962

SUBJECT Application Notes for Logic Book

TO Barbera Stephenson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

There is a clever circuit we worked out for clearing the PDP tape
unit when power is first turned on. This consists of an RC network tied to
one of the terminals of a clock so that the clock is operating for about
4 or 5 seconds after power is first turned on, and it generates clear pulses
so that the computer is in a known state when the system is turned on.
Because this problem probably comes up in many systems, we ought to
consider mentioning it in our application notes. The PDP computer uses
a different system because they got started before this one was developed,
but in the application note we can say that it is used in the PDP computer
because the tape is part of that system.

CERN used a system something like this for gating a clock off and
on. Dick Best probably has the details on it, and this might also make a
very interesting application note.

K.H. Olsen
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S oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Janvory 16th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Ben Gurley FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Ed Harwood
Arthur Holl

There seems to be confusion resulting from multiple ordering of plug-in
units for each computer system. | would like to have you develop @ system
for eliminating the problem. Will you then send me a note saying what this
system is, ond then, send @ copy to Jim Myers and Maynard Sandler.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Perhaps you should have of the gray locked cabinets for eachcomputer In and check out ports list onthe door.

3

1
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT January 16th, 1962

TO FROMJon Fadiman Kenneth H. Olsen
Dick Whipple

There seems to be confusion resulting from multiple ordering of plug-in
units for each system. | would like to have you develop a system for
eliminating the problem. Will you then send me 4 note saying what this
system is, and then, send a copy to Jim Myers and Maynard Sendier.

Perhaps you should have one of the gray locked cabinets for each
system with« check in check out parts list the door.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 15th, 1962

SUBJECT Je
TO _Sten-Olsen Kenneth H. Olsen

:

Mr. E. C. Kraft of Western Electric in Princeton, New Jersey called
about 3 o'clock on Monday, January 15th to ask about their current drivers
which you promised to be delivered before the first of the year.

two 62 drivers withThe orsler consists of two
a mounting panel and ten patch cords. The initial delivery we promised was
four weeks and he called Brad Towle and it was changed to three weeks.
He then tried to call you and couldn't get you so called me to ask why.
promised to call him back late on Monday or first thing on Tuesday, but,
they close at 4:30 and It Is already 4:30, so one of us will have to call him
back first thing on Tuesday. His number is WAlnut 1-6700, Ext. 773 -- area
code 609.

| checked delivery with Maynard Sandler and they have a batch of 20
of each type unit going through test and he expects about 3 units to come out
per day. There are customers for 9 of each type unit before Western Electric
so I figure they will get units #19 through #22, This means that their delivery
should be approximately a week from now.

One of us will have to call him first thing Tuesday moming and I think
we should promise del ivery a week from Wednesday, but, we should double check
before we do this.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 12th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO dack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

We want to put an ad in the Sunday paper for programmers,
1 would like to have this in the Globe on the 21st of January. If
you think that programmers tend to be Republicans, maybe we ought
to have it In the Herald also. ! would like to see the copy that
we propose for this and have it approved by Ben Gurley. This
should be an ad strictly for programmers and not shored with any
other needs.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE

January 12th, 1962

Loren Prentice Kenneth H. OlsenTO FROM

it seems to me that the blower which vents the etched boord
drilling Is getting much noisier than it used to be. | think it would
be a good idea If one of our mechanics looked Into It to see If the
bearings are still In one plece. It probably hasn't been olled for
quite some time.

Will you then check with Maynard Sandler and order a
blower for the new production area in building 5. This blower was
inexpensive, but, it also looks Inexpensive. | believe we bought it
from Grainger.

ces Maynard Sandler

Kenneth H, Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

S -1

DATE
January 12th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Loren Prentice FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Here ar> a list of projects which would help productivity In the
bullding block assembly area.

2.

3.

4.

5. We, very soon, going to need another digit ow serial

6.

There should be conveyer extensions both ends of the automatic
soldering machines.

We should have an automatic machine for cutting transistor leads
to length. this sould be done at the last stage of testing
the transistors. At this stage, they hove already been positioned
and if they pass the test, we know that they are orlentated correctly.

We should have cases for carrying the finished and semi-finished
plug-in units around. Our vendor from Lowell has built boxes
which have a good idea. They should be stackable and they should
completely prote-t the unit. It would be good if the same boxes would
be used for boards with or without sockets.

There should be a foot valve and automatic counter the diode
vendor.

digits. When get the new mumber should obsolete
the old because | quite It is capital equipment, or, buy the

it.

numbering machine. This tine | think should get a number
ail

new one Gs

We should make a tunnel oven for curing our etched boards. Ve should
have this done before time because then often walt 5 days
for the printing to cure. V.ith a long tunnel | think we can automatically
stack the completed boards at the end of the tunnels without leaving them
in trays. Wemay Infrared lights all the way but simply circulate
hot alr through the unit. We con moke this with sprockets ond lodderchain
from Boston Geor Company like Compo Shoe Company did with their
soldering machine. { would think that our outside welder could weld up

if we gave him the sprockets end the chain.
the frame with a very simple sketch. He might even make the whole thing
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7. The Stik Screen station should also be made rugged. Our outside
welder might be able to do that with very simple directions.

ec Maynard Sandler
dack Smith

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 12th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROMDick Mills Kenneth H. Olsen

Mr. Henry Rosenblatt from the Raytheon Purchasing
In Sudbury called to give us Information on the material they would like
to sell us. His phone number is Hilitop 3-952),

1. There is a 3 ton ole conditioner which they will sell to us for $100.00.
i think should buy this.

2, There ts « 5 horse power alr compressor for $275.00. Weshould
3. The cafeteria equipment they would sefl for $5,000.00. He Is sending

@ bist of these items to us and rhould decide as soon we the
list. Ido believe that we should buy It becc.use the furniture would
probably cost almost that much. The Ice chest and two
refrigerators belong to the ice company end will go. The ice
machine is leased and that Is not Included. §

buy this possibly and then the tables and
chairs into present because badly need chairs and tables
right row, Also, the people who going to stay In the Raytheon
area will be using the cafeteria space for lab use for a while. We
con move the chairs thet don't need in present building to
the far end of the Raytheon space right and we cor" lock, in the
kitchen area, all the fam give them
$5,000.00 for it right now, but, It would be quite unbusinessiike to
do it without o list of whet the items are.

They want fo pay for this with a certified check which send to
him in the Purchasing Sudbury. ! think when already to

should telephone him first to make that everything Is
order,

The 5 ton alr conditioner ond the tee maker are leased from Boston Filter
Company in Charlestown. They deal with Mr. Perkins thefa. Their lease

renewed each year from June to June the rental they have been paying
is $37.50 for the ice maker end $51.00 per month for the air conditioner.
They feel they could break their lease immediately without any problem, but,

we ike to purchase the units. The purchase price of the ice unit is $282.00

we

buy

they would like to know whether would ike to continue the lease or would
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and the alr conditioner ts $536.00. For these prices, | think we tn
them and then figure out whet fo do with them. The air conditioner
end workpy ond therefore, is well worth the $536.00. This deal should be

plen to de.

ec: Harlan Anderson
Stan Olsen

made direct y with Mr. but, weshouldBoston Filter,
we
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
SUBJECT lah, 1962

TO Harlan Anderson FROM Keneth H. Olsen
Stan Olsen
Ben Gurley
fratitute for Defense Analysis File

Al Fullerton who used to be of Lincoln Laborotory end to think
he remembers me, called this moming, Friday, Janvary 12th to ask what
the delivery on the POPComputer Homer Maggerdorn ts the
Personnel Manager there and suggested thet they consider computer,
They
thet mochine end heve been impressed with it.

ighborsof Bolt, and Newman

They very much interested in a three month delivery and | told

exert delivery. | csked If they could use the machine ot here while
they waiting for a normal delivery and he said thot this would be

them that someone would call them back this afternoon give them the

difficult unless we hed @ cleared area because thie was classified work
thet they were doing

All i know about the machine ts that they need @ cord reader and
@ card punch with it. { told them about the speeds of our various card
readers and got? reaction fe might be that he ham't thoughtfrom him.
enough about the problem to have any reaction os yet.

Someone this afternoon because | promised faithfully
that would do this.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE January 11th, 1962

Bob Hughes Kenneth H. OlsenTO FROM

The American Management Association Is having a course on

Quality Control on February 26th to March 2nd. | think that you
should carefully consider the possibility of going. This Is at

Saranac Lake, New York. lam enclosing a brochure for your
information,

Enc. Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
January 9th, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Harlan Anderson FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Gordon Bell
Ben Gurley
Stan Olsen

:

Corning Glass File
Foxboro File

On Thursday, January 4th, we had a visit from Dr. Eckman from
Case Institute who is making a study for Corning Glass. Ben Gurley,
Stan Olsen and myself had lunch with him and spent quite a bit of
time jistening to his ideas. Corning Glass has an immediate problem
on which he is consulting, but, he claims that the same problem exists
in several thousand other plants in the country and, therefore, it is
a very large potential market.

:

The chemical operations are now controlled by units sold by
Foxboro or Minneapolis Honeywell which are set up in simple and
individual control loops. They consist of a transducer which puts out
a standard signal of about 10 milliamps and about 10 volts. This is
followed with about $600.00 to $900.00 worth of analog computing
equipment which, in turn, drive a valve or other control device. A
small process system will contain 200 of these units and a large will
have several thousand. The system he is working on for Corning Glass
is a small trial system and will catain only 40.

:

:

:

His idea is to try and share one fast computing element with a
large switch on the input and a large switch on the output. A digitally
controlled valve is now available and made by Conoflow Corp. in
Philadelphia for which he is also a consultant.

The system which he would like to make a feasibility and price
study on would have 200 inputs. Most of the potential customers have
specified static switching. The A to D converter would have 8 bits
plus sign. The computing element would have to store the results of
the previous calculation and a constant for each of the two hundred points.
The output would be 3 bits which will be converted into a frequency code,
the maximum frequency being 150 pulses per second.
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For some reason, he proposes converting the 3 bits into pulse modulation
then going through a 200 position output switch and storing the rate in 200

output registers. The obvious suggestion is to make the whole thing run fast

enough so that the computing device will put out every pulse which is

necessary. They now sample at 200 points per second, but, if they multiply
that by 150, they would not have to have any storage at the output.

The Conoflow valve consists of a stepping motor like the one made

by Superior Electric and a gear drive and a valve. The output of their
code converter puts out pulses which are positive or negative and one volt
and amplitude. An amplifier converts these into 35 volt 1 ampere pulses
to drive a stepping motor.

He would like some nonlinearity in this system, so that when the

system is way off it is driven hard and when it is approaching the null

point there is low drive. He feels he can do this by the device which
he decodes the output binary numbers.

The Corning Glass project which he is now working on will have
two algorithms m=k,é for e>than 10 and m=k.€ for e less than 10. One
can either use a differential equation or an integral equation although
the present techniques use integration.

He feels that this also has large usage in flowblending where one has

only 2 to 20 inputs and outputs. Quality control is a whole area which
is hardly touched now and he feels that most of this can be readily applied
to this technique. Pipeline control is also a very valuable operation which
can be controlled with these techniques.

The information which he wants from us is as follows:

a. Estimate on a switch which will switch 40 inputs with 1-5 ma, 1k signals
at a rate of 200 points per second and expandable to 200 points.

b. An Ato D converter which will convert these signals to 8 bits serial

binary plus sign in 10 microseconds.

c. Non-mechanical storage for 200 to 800 words.

d. Modules for performing the calculation.

e. Acode converter to change 3 bits binary plus sign to 0 to 150 pulses per

second | volt signals.

f. He didn't mention it, but | suppose he also needs an output switch.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 9h, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Stan Olsen FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Jon Fadiman

At our Board of Directors meeting on January 2nd, we were told
that there was an article In Harvard Business Review titled "The
Honorable Picnic" which tells about the trials and tribulations of
someone trying to do business in Japan. Apparently, this Is a must
in reading before one goes to Japan.

The January-February issue of the Review just came In and this
was not in the table of contents, 80 it is probably In the November-
December issue.

Vern Aiden said that he could give us Introductions to some
people in Japan which might help. He knows the head of Sony and
several bankers there.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 8th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

The American Research and Development Corp. ennual meeting
will be held Thursday, Merch 8th at 2:00 p.m. at Dorothy Quincy's
suite. There will also be a private showing of the exhibits and a
dinner for the senior officers of the portfolio companies on Wednesday,
March 7th in the evening, and so we should be all set up by that
time,

cc: Harlan Anderson

Kenneth H. Olsen
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S oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 8th, 1962

SUBJECT Replacement for rubber grommets.

TO Maynard Sendier FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Several years ago ordered 3 4 sizes of Heyco nylon snapin
bushings, but, for some reason they have never gotten into designs.
{ asked to lacluding these in designs and severe! people

ere to much easier to ute end look 20 much necter,
who have tried them have been delighted with them becouse they

The ones ordered snapped into a standord 3/4" hole but the
onan,openings in the budhing of different sizes. | = thes

start to these ond should consider stocking of the other
hole sizes and might them to replece of the other size

using. We heave boxes of these sizes
in the Engineering stock end | think should transfer them to
the Production stock and keep them filled.

They ave made by Heyman Menufecturing Company, Kenilworth,
New Lf

Kenneth H. Olesen

ec Roger Melanson
Henry Crouse
Bab Hughes

we are now
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S oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 8th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Jack Smith FROM Kenneth H.. Olsen

WIII you, somehow, figure right away, or have someone figure
out a way of having a barrel of sand located by our front door with.
a handle and shovel like you see on the hills In New York state.
This way, anyone coming by can sprinkle our walk and steps with
the sand and we don't have to wait for the maintenance people
to come out with salt,

Kenneth H. Olsen
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@INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

SUBJECT
DATE January 8th, 1962

TO Dick Best FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

The International Solid - State Circults Conference is being
held Tuesday, February 13th through Friday, February 16th at the

University of Pennsylvania and the Sheraton Hotel In Philadelphia.
We should decide immediately who we will want to send and make

sure to have hotel reservations.

think it would be a good idea If you go down for a day or

two of this show. The others | would guess should go would be

Don White and Russ Doane. If we Invest in sending people down

there, we should make sure that they are organized ahead of time

as to who is going to each of the talks and they should make a

brief report of the new items so that the rest of the organization
ts acquainted with them.

Enc. Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE Jenvery Sh, 1962

SUBJECT
TO FROM Kenneth M. Olson

Sten Olsen
Dick Mills
Ben Gurley
Moynerd Sendier
Dick Beet
Gordon Beil
Bob Sevell
Jack Brown
Jon Fadiman

group an Engineering Management looks Itke it ts covering many of
the subjects which shou d be Interested in. if eny of peopte

in order to save the difference. 1 believe the difference Is

member

Kenneth H. Olsen

0 feel thet it ts important for each of to dvelop alotiities
rranage, This short managementbeing given by the RE

go, the company will be very happy to pey the fee. The fee is
nas PGEM a thet

joining if yau are already on REcast
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-PGEM WINTER PROGRAM

DISCUSSION AND CASE STUDIES
An opportunity to develop a beosic approach to engi-

eering management, as well as an opportunity for an
interchange of ideas with technical management repre-
sentatives from a variety of industries, will be provided
this year by the Boston Chapter of the Professional Group
on Engineering Management. The topic for this series is
"A Short Course in Management for Engineers". Starting
January 9 and continuing for six consecutive Tuesday eve-
nings through February 23, the course will be given by
professional, acknowledged leaders in business manage-

JAN. 9 THE PLANNING FUNCTION IN
MANAGEMENT
Determining objectives and goals; managing
by objective

16 ORGANIZING YOUR JOB IN
MANAGEMENT
Delegations, priorities, principles of organiza-
tion

23 THE PROCESS OF DECISION-MAKING
IN MANAGEMENT
Human aspects of decision-making; organizing
for decisions

30 WORKING THROUGH OTHERS

tions, developing others; working with super-
visors and subordinates

"The Job
of

The Manager"
A short course in Management for

Engineers

CONSULTANT & PROGRAM DIRECTOR

PROFESSOR VAN DYKE BURHANS6 INTEGRATED
LECTURES

Boston University

ment training. It is the first of such courses which we
propose to offer annually on different topics. Anticipating
a favorable reaction to the first course, plans have already
been started for two subsequent series. The course is
designed primarily for technical people who now find
themselves in a position of managerial responsibility or
aspire to such a position. The course will be of benefit to
those who have not had formal training in management
techniques and a welcomed refresher for others.

The six sessions are listed below:

FEB. 6 METHODS OF APPRAISAL AND
CONTROL
The control functions; measuring performance,
costs and budgets

4

13 THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF VALUE
ENGINEERING TO MANAGEMENT
Analysis of design, procurement, manufacturing
and marketing

Lecture outlines and supplementary
material will be provided for all registrants

A word about membership. If you plan to take advan-
tage of this engineering management course and would
like to become a new member of PGEM, a total fee of $8
will cover both membership fee and the cost of this course.

Motivation, incentives, creativity, communica-

MEETING
DETAILS &

CENTERSEE SECTIONFOR REGISTRATION
FORMS

sr. Th



® oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE donuary Sth, 1962
SUBJECT
TO Bob Hughes FROM Keneth H, Olsen

Henry Crouse
dack Atwood

testing. The unit mentioned on 414 of Allen Stationery 1962 calender
type XX-71-1/8-ZB by Faymus. The size 3/4" x 1-1/8" is probablydesirable becouse It leaves for data on the card. t suggest

"Tester Number

them. This may add dignity te #. We perhaps ought to have

We should have peg stomps for the inspectors. Let's order
@ set right away.

t think should order automatic self-inking date stamps fortesters. These might be used In owpresent but, | havedota shees,it In mind, particularly using them when we go to automated cord

that we put the top the word "tested", then the dete, then 4

We should consider whether want the ruled border around

different colored ink for each perton or meny colors os we con get.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January 5th, 1962
SUBJECT
TO FROMJack Atwood Kenneth H. Olsen

| would like to have you experiment with a test data card to
be fastened to each plug-in unit. The size of this should be 4-1/2" x 7
One side should have the normal visual and inspection information
but | think we should change the wording we are now using because
It is somewhat ambiguous and we have the room to spell out exactly
what is checked for. in fact, we could have a paragraph for each
of these inspection notices.

We should leave room on the bottom for the automatic self-inking
date stamps so that on one side the tester can leave his mark.

For the automatic test, we should write a paragraph explaining
the test and then, leave room on the right hand margin for a punch
for O.K. and for reject room to write in the step during which the

we will leave room for data to be written in. On the bottom there
failure occurred. For those operations which cannot be automated,

should be room for the date stamp by the tester. !am planning a 6
hole magnetically operated punch which will punch holes on 1"
centers. The dies of these punches will be from the inexpensive 3
hole punches and so the diameter of the hole and the spacing from
the edge will be the standard notebook size.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE
Jonvery Sth, 1962

SUBJECT
FROMTO Stan Olsen Kenneth H. Olsen

Nick Mazzarese
blur! A-de-rn
Beckman Sstems folder

| received a telephone call from Ted Novis of Beckman Systems ebout
4:30 p.m. Thursday, Jenvery 4th. He had a list of 4 items that we were
lete on, oF were about to be late on, and he wanted to know the stetus of
these, 1 promised him that would send him @ wire first thing Friday
morming telling him the status of these things.

We them o report December | , which never mailed.
Andy promised that December 29th would send this and he hed
not received it yet and have to tell them the status of it. to
be @ copy of the production schedule end a progress report.

2. December \9th, they sent a letter te Andy which he passed to

they will get the answer to this.

3. We promised to send them a color rendering of the special painted
POP last Friday and the color rendering of the standard computer
January 3rd. He would like to know when he will receive these.

4. He would like to know when will send them the forme! ecceptence
thelr purchase order and change notice.

Kenneth H. Olsen

Ben Gurley quality control questions. He would like to when
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM6 DATE

SUBJECT
TO Jack Atwood FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

January Sth, 1962

Bob Fitzer called Thursday, January 4th to ask for late photos
of the PDP Computer. There is a design contest for Product Design
magazine which | believe is aimed at relationships IIke the one we
had with Van Dyke Associates. They would like to enter our computer
in this contest.

The material has to be sent In by January 15th. | told him that
we would send photos immediately to them, and then, If they wanted
anything else we would take new photos for them. Will you be sure
to get these photographs out Immediately. {f they cannot go for some
reason, please let me know. Bob thinks the photograph should show
the computer with the oscilloscope next to It. I believe that he
would like to show-off the design ties between the two elements.

Kenneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUM

DATE January and, 1962

SUBJECT Automatic Testing of Plug-in Unit

Bub Hughes
Stan Clear
Mayoard Sandies
Bon Gurley

FROM Keneth H. OlsenTO Dick Best

The biggest value in evtomation ts that it forces peaple to think out
whet they roaily wont to escomplich. | think that I now know how to make
grces savings in power in testing of we most Coram. units. However,mt of the sevings from simplifying the information and aut from the
evtumatic equipment.

Plest of elt, | propose a gonogo test for load resister, VCE, ICD

think the wore there would be 12 rise time a fell time
time and these would be vary easy ta differentiate the scope. This would
be easy If could ge? @ 6 way olectrsalc switch for cssilloscope.

and diode legkage. Secondly, fer test like rise time fali tims, | propose
thot we present all the forms on the scope ot one time
end the operator write down oll the shortest and the for plug-in
unit. 6 these within the knwew thet the unit Is goud

ate

For the diode and inverter units, | have designedtests on
etomnatic stepping switch iit whirh will pesform the load rashitor, ICO, VEE

leakage tests, for VCE ens ICOend for load resistor tects. This
unit will have @ bullt in clock thet after this test is started it will progress
through until completed or will stop pert way along If the unit does not pars

test is dune it cisco paces the opereter. belicve thet port of problem

end they tend te spend a large cmount of time shuffling papers end meditating

much higher. On the diode end transistor testers | would like to have

and diode lwekage toss eutometically. We will the 30 pia rectenguler
Amphomi qoancctorn for plug boars Ve will ned was plug board for

the test. The clock is nut logicallyneccuary but it makes sure thot the whole

is that the test operators heve gotten to treat this

tewlts. With an | thinkdevice, be

clocking device thet the operefors encouraged to keep up @ certain pace.

To slaplify the diode leekage tests | propose thet the negetive input
diode unite the

so sey approninate y ground «Then we will eliow afi inputsbases ot
ty finat ancept the being tested. The moter will then be returned to plus
3 4 volts.
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Continued Avtomatic Testing of Plug-in Unt

Per the positive input diodes units belleve thet # jvet
eumniltter
to minus 5 ov 4 volte,

then float diodes act being tested. The moter than will retum

tn the eutometic equipment we will the Slagem type 29 AX odjuteblemoter voleys with @ 0 te 15 emp range.

Whee do the test date sheets, | suggest thet heve Jock
the meme and the type auuber in prototype 20 thet they can be read very easilyOn of our tect date shoots 0 is nut te tell which ave the titles for
groupes of tests end which the previews sections. think
shevid eke this as clear as posible end in sone of the units that we ube quite
@ vit, i think # would be worth setting seme of the tities in prutetype think

tests for
@ lat of time

of thees items beceute they

be wade belare dete sheets eteassigned After the batch is completed
without qutomatic equipment. All the con

each unit.
theoperator inapecter's shemp on eoch of thove sectionswhich we, We have te be sure that the aperater who hus performedthe tests takes the teaponsibilityfor them.for

All date should hove thele published date in the lowernow on

anything without dete particularly dete shoots.
This covic be coded if we wentes te, but we should never prietcomer.

Pulse euplifier 4604 hes @ tramendovs enount of date which is taken.

of end lt would be well worth cetting up purlodicelly far large batches. The lest

aquipuent.

the the
believe that put down let of thi: by presenting many of tha tees un

time end maxing ects only uf the extremes. This wiil
the of some DEC test equipment but this is @ unit we soll jerge

fast thet mn this walt checks ts he sure the? pulees cme "ul n th
bapleal sequence. This could ofl bo tested with DEC test

We hove siweys thought did aot have time fo think too much about these
tests because our enginecring time was more worthwhile than the technicians thas
howeer, this hee gotten to be @ bettle-nack end the situation ts dave

emetgenty. # can no onger be helped by simply adding people, but we
think about the testes running.

Keneth H. Olsen
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INTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMHE

DATE January 2nd, 1962

SUBJECT
TO Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Amphenol has an industrial type octal tube socket which might be a good
socket for mounting our relays into our power control panels. On the lower
left hand corner of page 62 of the Allied catalog they list four types and |

It right against the aluminum panel without a bracket and from the information
here we can't find out what they look like.

Kenneth H. Olsen

should get one of each to lok them over. We would like to mountthink we
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6 oINTEROFFICE
MEMORANDUMdec DATE

January 2nd, 1962
SUBJECT
TO

Henry Crouse FROM Kenneth H. Olsen

Please find price and delivery on Guardian series 2100 ond 2110 power
relays with single pole, double throw 10 ampere switch contacts.
These are standard relays which we have been using but thelr catalog says
they ere available with this auxiliary contact. if they are readily available

could them in Own new 811 power contro! panel instead of the
3 pole Aero Hart relay which is significantly more expensive.

§ belleve that relays with this auxiliary contoct are special factory
ordered so delivery may be long. We would like to know right away, however,
whot It is the power control panel Is now being redone in
Drafting.

f it seems practical to buy this with the extra contact, |

stock this type only and not the ordinary series 2110 type.

We are interested In 115 volt AC colls with double pole, single throw,
normally open contacts.

Kenneth H. Olsen

ce: Roger Melanson
Roland Boisvert

should
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